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LEWI8TON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, DECEMBF.K 16, 1!>:'-1 PRICE TEN GENTS 
VARSITY PLAY^GRUMFr  
PLEASES WITH AUSTIN 
ACTING BRILLANT LEAD 
New Piuyers Give Commendable Performance 
of Comedy-Mystery—Coached by Miss Hines~ 
-Lad: of Student Support Evident 
Dr. Sawyer Tells 
Social Relations 
Of Minute Life 
ii>  HOHFRT <;. HERKKLMAX 
Presenting "Grumpy" as the an- 
nual varsity play, the English 4-A 
Players, under the direction of Mac- 
■aret Mines, continued to please 
their faithful followers by the per- 
formances Riven last Thursday and 
Fridaj evenings. I'r.i'ortunately, 
despite iho hard-earned reputation 
of the Players, the students failed 
10 support their classmates suffi- 
ciently to fill the Little Theater 
either evening. A disproportionate 
hare of the audiences was com- 
posed of faculty members and 
mends  in   the  community. 
Although the production mav 
have fallen a lrifle short of the ex- 
ceptionally high achievements of 
recent years, it served as a remind- 
i i that Bates has good reason to 
lie proud of its representative of 
the Btage, as well as of the plat- 
form, the gridiron, and the micro- 
phone. Nearly every role was ha tid- 
ied commendahly. During the first- 
night performance, however, there 
were evidences of fumbled lines. 
purposeless gaps. and a general 
lack, r.ow and then, ofi smooth ar- 
ticulation that might have been 
remedied by more strenuous learn- 
ing of parts and a more careful 
stinly   of   stage   composition. 
The story of the comedy may be 
told in a sentence or two. Old 
"Grumpy", once a brilliant crimi- 
nologist. fathoms the guilt of Mr. 
Jarvis, his guest, who has attacked 
Ernest Heron and stolen from him 
an immensely valuable diamond, 
which he is bringing to England 
for his South African firm. 6mm- 
py'8 granddaughter, Virginia, there- 
upon transfers her affections from 
the Byronic thief back to Ernest. 
But the plot, after all. is merely y 
frame for Orumpy, the lovable 
grouch, who possesses a mind that 
occasionally recovers its former 
keenness, a tongue steeped in harm- 
less vinegar, and a heart gruffly 
kind  towards  those lie cares for. 
Austin's work praiseworthy 
.Most of the success, it was quite 
evident, uat, due to George Austin, 
who was stage manager behind the 
scenes and Grumpy before the foot- 
lights. Cane, powdered hair, and 
What Victorian romancers called a 
well-furnished heard had a con- 
siderable pan to play in his trans- 
formation: but to his careful make- 
up he added a rasping voice, a 
crick in the back, and exceedingly 
expressive hands and mouth. With- 
out his intelligent, well-studied in- 
terpretation the play could have 
been sadly flat. During his absences 
from the stage the scenes were 
noticeably less convincing. 
As a flirtatious maid Dorothy 
Wills made a creditable debut with 
the Players. William Haver, a 
freshman, put some accomplish- 
ment and considerable promise into 
his role as Grumpy's much-harass- 
ed valet. Walter Gerke. as .Mr. Jar- 
vis's man. gave all that his part de- 
manded. Ruth Ber.ham, the win- 
some granddaughter. eliminating 
former mannerisms, gave decidedly 
the best performance of her several 
vears with the club. 
Others in the cast, playing with 
varying degrees of effectiveness, 
were John David, carrier of the 
diamond and lover of Virginia; 
Marjorie Briggs. inclined Cleopa- 
tra-wards; Robert Fitterman. 
•double-dealer" in gems: Henrv 
J.a Vallee. smooth thief of diamonn* 
and heart.; Russell Milnes. statu- 
esque butler; and Richard Stetson, 
a   long-winded   pill-dispenser. 
Credit should go also to Business 
Manager Edward Wilmot and As- 
sistant Walter Wikingstad. and to 
Christine Stone and Thelma 
tredge,   who  presided   over  the 
t umes. 
New stage furniture 
The club is to be congratulated 
on its new furniture. Stage helpers 
Robert LaBoyteaux, Edwin Pres- 
cott John Ingraham, Walter Gerke. 
and'Charles Povey must have worK- 
ed hard at wrestling the new French 
doors, but the double change 01 
difficult sets more than filled their 
hands Despite the noble efforts of 
the trio—Norman DeMarco, Almus 
Thorpe, and Clyde Holbrook—the 
rather long waits between quarters 
left   the   audience     somewhat   rest- 
'eSRumor  whispers that   "Taming of 
the   Shrew"   will     be 
pearean  presentation 
The  gav  young     sparks  of 
Hall      who  are     planning 
notes, are biting their nails in  im 
patience. 
Y.WX.A. Bazaar 
Has "Blue" Idea 
as Central Theme 
The Annual Y. W. c A. Bazaar 
was held in Chase Hell on Tn a. 
Dec. S from two to six !». M. Chris- 
tine Stone -32. the manager of the 
affair this year, an:! the girls on her 
committee worked out a plan which 
was both clever and unique. The 
Bazaar was oniitled 'Money Making 
Blues", and the whole scheme cen- 
tered around the "blue" Idea. I'h 
hall* nn:l booths were arrayed with 
blue dc orations, and here and there 
were   ;i>cn   note-; of  a  "blue" song. 
A- ;- th-> custom each year, there 
were sevru booths, one manage;! by 
| a mrnihi- • of each of th • four classes, 
one by the town girls, and two by 
the Faculty ladies. The Senior booth 
wee "Rlue Monday", in the charge 
of Rnrnice Burnham. and contained 
useful handmade fancywork art; i 
The Junior booth, called the "Blue 
Storking", was a collection of stuffed 
animals of all  varieties and sizes.  1:   . 
wa     in   the charge of  Marjorie Good-I Chase   Hall.    Recalls.,   it    is   to   I"' 
bout.   Arlene  SkllHoS  of  the  Sopho-|leap   year  affair,   it   promises   tn   be 
mor" class managed Ihe "Jazz Tree",! rather   unique. 
Dr. William H. Sawyer Jr. was 
the speaker at the meeting of the 
Round Table on Dec. I. al Cl 
Hall. In his talk Dr. Sawyer show- 
ed the social relationship between 
the lowest organisms, both animals 
and plants. His discussion of par - 
sitism was outstanding. In many ol 
his examples he showed Ins! i 
when   the   activities      of   a      paras!! - 
were detrimental to the organism. 
As a contrast u>- revealed Instances 
when ilie parasite ami the organism 
were dependent on one another ami 
gave each other aid iii many ways. 
Two well known parasites which at- 
tack human beings are malaria 
germs and tapeworms. Each of l):\ 
Sawyer's points was illustrated by 
a lantern slidf. As a fitting conclu- 
sion to his talk, he draw analogies 
between parasitism in the lower 
organism and a lik.- situation in hu- 
man  society. 
Those in charge of arrangements 
al    the   meeting   were   Mr.   and    Mr-. 
Norman Ross, Prof. Lena Wfllmsley, 
Prof. Lewie, and Mr. and Mrs. Robert 
Si ward. 
Bates Students 
Take Part in 
Economic Parley 
An otherwise serene conference 
of the Maine Development Commis- 
sion blossomed out into debate 
when ii.r.— I'.ii.-- students bolster- 
ed up ProfSSSOr 3. Murray Carroll's 
Opposition tO one of the gue'! 
during the afternoon ses- 
sio:     held    in    ihe    House    of    Repre- 
sentatives   at   Augusta,   Friday,   De- 
cember   i. 
W.     Gerald     Holmes.     industrial 
engineer    with    the      New       England 
Public Service Company had just 
finished a speech dealing with bis 
\;. u on tire existing unpleasant- 
ness and !ii< HlggestiOM for getting 
nut of it. Involving individual ini- 
tiative more than anything else. 
when Liom 1 A. I.emieux '33 asked 
Mr. Holmes what he thought of a 
i state workmen's compensation act. 
Mr. Holme's answer brought Pro- 
fessor Carrol] to his feet and a 
fiery discuslon followed, with Nor- 
man MacDonald '.'12. and Valery 
Burst! :::! taking active part in the 
clash   with    Holmes. 
Craig Discusses 
Required Chapel 
And  Initiation 
Visiting British Debater 
Contrasts English Ideals 
i f spin! and Education 
with American 
CARROLL, 
TARIFF 
PARKER UPHOLD 
AGAINST VISITING 
ENGLISH UNION DEBATERS 
Smart Craig, the eider of Ihe iwo 
English .lel.at iris, received a warm 
welcome at chape! Saturday morning 
when he contrasted in a frank and 
charming way EJnglisb and American 
i . _,- life. Shaw and Wells, he said, 
returned   from   America   to   ridicule 
her Institutions, and their country- 
men felf.l them but BUCb popularity 
couli never be his. he added, be- 
cause he had enjoyed eight weeks of 
Amr; [can   life  so   much. 
Mr. Craig'.- first point was hits 
amczenieni at the mass college edu- 
cation that America encourages. In 
England, he -air. only the highest 
typ   -   of   students,      and      those   who 
h.iv, well-directed aims in life go to 
college. 
Then   he   kindly   landed   the   free- 
Women to Face 
Middlebury on 
Russian Question 
U,   FRANK   MURRAY 
Other at   the  conference; (,om   of  lhp  Kn„iuh   ,ys,pm     of 
Jones   of   University included    Prof 
of Maine, Mr. Swett of the Maine i 
Publicity Hiireaii. and others. The! 
purpose of ;hi- conference was the 
discussion of unemployment, and' 
delegates included officials of many 
Maine communities, college profes- 
sors and students from all of the 
Maine   colleges. 
Represent! Ii       Bates   were     Prof. 
,      ; Carroll.    Prof     Bartlett.   and    Valery 
The   l-amhda   Alpha   soronlty   will I Buratl      George     Burke,      Norman 
hold   a   tea    dance    January     5 MacDonald,   "'-.   Bertram     Antine, 
Lambda Alpha 
to Hold Dance 
the 
next 
Kit- 
cos- 
Shakes- 
Spring. 
Parker 
to  take 
which  was a Grab  Rag. 
Faculty Booths 
The "Rlu? .Danube", the Freshman 
booth under the care of Retty Fos- 
dick. contained Hridge tallies, cards, 
and clever Rridge prizes. One of the 
Faculty booths, containing attractive 
handkerchiefs, was "Mood Indigo". 
Mrs. Wilkins and Mrs. Seward were 
in charge. 
The other was a "Rlue Ribbon" 
Exhibition of food—cakes, brownies. 
bread and turnovers.—in the charge 
of Mr.. Berkelman. Th" town air 
had a "Rlue Bird Sweele Shoppe" 
of candy which Kleanor l.ibbey 
managed. 
Part of Chase Hall was set a=ide! 
as a "Rlue Moon" Tea-room, whore! 
vi-itnt; a' Ihe Bara.ir might -l"p and I 
he well taken care of by attractive 
waitresses, who were dressed in 
white and had bin? aprons and head- 
bands. 
At four o'clock ther? was an en- 
tertainment which filled Into the 
idea of ihe "Money Rlue=" Razaar. 
I.n ii nne Rlanchard. '.14. and Amy 
Iri h, '"l sang "Bins Ksntmcky 
Moon", and Arlene Shilling, '34 gav 
leveral lap dances. Her costume was 
blue. Thelma Poulin. "'.5. delighted 
the audience with iwo r"ading.s. The 
remainder of the program was com- 
posed of a Piccolo solo by Jack Da- 
vid. '34, and several Accordion <;olos 
by  Almus Thorpe.  '34. 
Financially Successful 
The girls who were in charge of 
th" Bazaar worked out their scheme 
in a very artistic and clever manner, 
and created a pleading background 
for ihe sale of Christmas articles 
which were both Inexpensive and 
attractive. The amount of money 
taken in at the Razaar was $1X4.S9. 
As usual, this money goes Into ihe 
Y. w. C. A. treasury where ii Is 
used to carry on the work of the 
•luh. 
The Y. W. al Rates takes a largo 
amount of responsibility on it's 
shoulders during the year. One of 
the most interesting things which it 
doc? is to help send a Chinese girl. 
Hazel Ling, through College. The 
club has been sending her money for 
several years, and they feel that il 
is a worthwhile work, for sh? is do- 
ing excellently in her studies in the 
Yenching Union Medical College at 
Peking. 
Every year student representative's 
are sent to the Faculty-Student Con- 
ferences held at various places in 
the United States. This year there 
was a Y. W. representative sent to 
Northfield to one of these Con- 
ferences, and a girl is to be sent to 
the Student Conference which is to 
be held at Buffalo in January. Also, 
as usual, in the spring several dele- 
gates are to be sent to the annual 
Poland Spring Convention. In the 
summer eight or ten girls are sent 
by the club to the Convention at 
Camp Maqua in Poland. Maine. 
where representatives from many of 
the Eastern Colleges meet for ten 
days of discussion and fun. 
Work of V. #. varied 
The Y. W. C. A. gives a Tea in the 
Fall to the girl* of the College and 
to   the   Faculty  ladies.     There 
The  number  of  couples  has   been ' 
limited   to   ninety,     (ill   Clapperton, 
'32   and   his   orchestra   will   furnish 
the   music. 
The faculty guests will be Presi- 
dent and Mrs. Gray. Dean Clark 
Mr.    and    Mrs.    Rows,    Mr.   and    Mrs. 
Pomeroy,     Mr.   and   Mrs.   Ueonard 
and   Mr.   and   Mrs.   Harms. 
Member.;    of    the    committee    in | 
charge of ihe dame are;   Chairman, 
Frances   Stevens   "32,      Muriel    Mac- 
Leod   '32.   Betty  Mann   '32.   Dorothj ! 
O'Hata    '33.    Mary    O'Neil    '33,    ami 
M iriani    Wheeler   '3 I. 
Vin< ml Belleau, Arthur Frew, Lionel 
A   Lemleux, 9amuel Scolnik, Donald 
M.   Smith,  all  of  '33. 
BATES BROADCAST VARIED- 
RECOMMENDATION FOR OTHERS 
"Tariff is an economic declaration 
of war- ii la easenrfalliy the product 
0| a p'rorin -:a! and backward out- 
i ,„k and should be abolished among 
the nations." This was the message 
which ihe debaters representing the 
National Students Union of England 
aeries of women's an I Wales brought to the large 
Thursday | crowd which gathered tas4 ir-.day 
■ •u-ning in the Bates Chapel. Iho 
young men from England were sup- 
porting the motion approving agree- 
ments among the nations providing 
for free trade Lawrence Parker '32 
and John Carroll '32 opposed the 
a manner worthy of Rates 
The fast of Hi 
debates   will   lake      pi i    I 
evening.   December   17.   at   ihe   Little 
Theatre,   when    Middlebury      College 
and  Bal   <  match  Iheir forensic skill 
on the Russian question.    Although 
there will be no decision, the present 
day  concern   in   the  snbjet.   and   the 
opportunity  which  th,. audience will   motion  in 
be  given     to  participate     in     Open   debating traditions. 
Bates laid a claim to honors In a 
new field Sunday December G When 
the College Orchestra under the 
direction of Gil Clapperton With tha 
MenVl Glee Club directed by Prof. 
Crafts took part in a half-hour - pro- 
gramme over Station WOSH. The 
affair was sponsored by the Hales 
Student, the Studeni Council, the 
Alumni Council, and especially goi0j£j 
through the efforts of Mr. Rurati. 
To say that the claim was well 
justified would be putting it mildly. 
Everyone thai heard the programme 
agreed to Its Buceess to Buch an ex- 
tant that there are hopes of making 
it a regular practice every week, or 
every other  week. 
The programme .announced bj 
Randolph    Weatherhee.      '32.     began 
With iwo numbers by Gil Clapper- 
ton's Orchestra "You Call it Mad- 
ness",    •Chimes   Of   Spring".    Shades 
of  Quy   Lombardo'   Students  didn't 
realize until they heard ii over the 
radio how really "smooth" the or- 
chestra was thai  they had heard so 
ofti       at   Chase  Hall  dances. 
Tile    Men's    Glee    Club    continue,I 
the   program     with   two    tavorll is 
"Old   -Man   Noah'    and   "Bight   Bells". 
numbers   which   never   tail   to  leave 
an   audii enlhusla-iIc.   The  only 
difficulty   was   the   fact   thai   ii   was 
Imposible   t(<   demand   an   encore. 
Ed Small who has entertained 
many times at college with his 
.xylophone was better than ever 
wiih "Xylophonia" accompanied by 
Jack Curtis. 
"Bates la proud of Its baritone 
Mr Weatherhee said and 
truly as he introduced Sylvester 
Carter who entertained with the 
"Rates Smoker". The fact that his 
performance was quite up IO stand- 
art needs no elaboration. He conti- 
nued   with  the orchestra  in its next 
•lumber    "Lonesome    Road"    coming 
ill   on   the  chorus. 
No program would be complete 
without Al Thorpe and his aecor- 
dian who continued the program 
with   "La   Paloma".   The   orchestra 
was again hoard from as il com- 
pleted Ihe half hour With "When 
Day is Done'' and "Golden Sands." 
Over Sixty students listened to 
the program In the Little Theatre. 
where Robert Axtell. Rates radio 
specialist, had installed a set be- 
longing to room-mates .lames Ba- 
lano and Vincent  Kirby. 
Oxford Qroup Members 
Quests on Bates Campus 
By  HELEN ASHF. 
Nine representatives oi Ihe Ox- 
ford Group Movement were the 
guests of Rates College, December 
fl-14. The aim of the group was :o 
"share with campus" their expe- 
riences with Christ  which  they have 
had. 
Geographically. this movement 
which is a comparatively new idea 
in the field of religion can not be 
definitely placed. The leader Is 
Frank Buchnian. an American who 
toured India, Korea and Japan in 
1915 with Sherwood Eddy; the fir>t 
house parly was in China, and the 
name by which the movement Is 
now   known   originated   in   England. 
All the members on campus this 
past week are college graduates. 
Lee Vrooman who brought hia 
invitation     of 
Congregation- 
im during the 
ai 'the separate and' joint meet- j been   great,   and   students   are   glad 
that he has decided to entirely re- 
lax this winter and retain the im- 
provement his physical condition 
has shown  over last  fall. 
American    Board. 
allst   organization. 
W. Cleveland Hicks. who has 
officiated at the various meetings in 
Chapel, at the Faculty Meeting, 
and 
ir.gs of the Y. M. and Y. W. C. A.. 
graduated from Trinity College 
'22 and has been the Episcopal 
Student Chaplain at Harvard for 
four years. 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward T. Perry, 
graduates of Williams and Dalhou- 
sie respectively, have also been mis- 
sionaries  in Turkey. 
A graduate of the University of 
Maine '2S. Fred Thompson, known 
as "Tommie". is at present of the 
Hartford  Theological  Seminary. 
Princeton's Class of '24 is repre- 
sented by Howard Blake, a Presby- 
terian minister in Washington. D. 
C. A second Presbyterian minister 
is   Albert   Campbell,   Hamilton   '23. 
in- 
struction. There the students have 
unlimited cuts and study under a 
tutor. The arbitrary method of 
cataloguing and ranking students in 
American colleges surprises him 
much, but he attributes i: in our 
mass edu ation thai demands mecha- 
nization, and -landurdization in sys- 
tem tor   ifflciency. 
The Am •ri.-an custom of initialing 
"freshers" teemed quite barbarous 
to  Englishmen, MT. Craig remarked 
laughingly and he contrasted ibis 
college tolkway with the "Freshers" 
.-tini in England where they do not 
ask them to take over the most im- 
portant roles in college life bin whpre 
II iverthsless they are not held down 
if they have the stuff. 
American football did not favor- 
ably Impress Mr. Craig. He consider- 
ed it slow and brutal when com- 
pared with Rugby "You lake lime 
out just when you're hardest 
pressed", laid Craig with easy hu- 
mor, "whereas In England we carry 
on to the end". Athletics are not 
commercialized in England either 
and S rowd Of '-even or eight al a 
rugby gam • is considered "jolly 
good." Mr. Craig then neatly sum- 
mi l   up   his   point   by   the   pungent 
r   mark    that    In    England    they    play 
for -ike if the gam- rather than 
dying tar their \Uu-.i itater and a 
h'.g h paid coa 'h. 
Compulsory chanel brought gentle 
i.   ure   from   Mr    Craig.   The  effect 
wa i delel erl        to   spiritual  life,  he 
one]:   !rl.   and    here   a   spontaneous 
iicbiii-i of applause from the stu- 
.1 .-iit body a].proved h'- statement. 
Mr. Craig then ended his excellent 
talk with a quiet and dignified ap- 
peal :■• collage students to take ad- 
vantage of their superlative oppor- 
tunity 10 serve their fellow men 
rather than to use their privileges 
to   line  their  own   pockets. 
Morey Engages 
Gelly to Coach 
Hockey Team 
Under doctor's orders. Coach 
Dave Morey will not coach the 
Robrai ice hockey team this winter. 
In order to prevent a recurrence of 
the ailment thai troubled him after 
a strenuous football season last 
year. Coach Morey has been order- 
ed to complete rfst until .spring. 
Coach Morey has hired Charles 
Gelly. who handled ihe hockey team 
last year, and guided the Garnet to 
a championship, to gain coach sex- 
tet this year. Mr. Gelly is not hired 
by the Athletic Association, but by 
Coach Morey. by whom he will be 
paid, and to whom he will be res- 
ponsible. 
The student body is as one in 
wishing Coach Morey complete rest 
during the  winter  months.  The  res- 
Forum discussion, make the debate 
one of great interest. 
Hits will be represented by three 
experienced debaters. who will up- 
hold the negative .side of ihe ques- 
tion. Rebecca Carter '^:!. the firut 
speaker for Rates, has taken active 
pan in varsity debates for three 
years, and ; prominent in many 
other outside activities. Shirley Cave 
'32 is the Women's Manager. She 
was ihe best speaker in her Sopho- 
more prize debate, and since tha.t 
time has participated in several 
varsity debates. Edith Lerrigo ";i 
has been a prominent member of 
the debating squad for four years. 
In addition io having been a decisive 
factor in many debates, MISS Lerri- 
go     is  Secretary     of     Ihe     Debating 
Council and Professor Qutmby's aa- 
s:-tant In argumentation. 
Th." affirmative team from Middle- 
Following a brief and humorous 
Introduction by the presiding officer, 
Jndge Harry Manser of Auburn. 
smart Craig of University College 
in Nottingham opened the discussion 
for the visitors. He emphasized the 
evils of the tariff system; Us provin- 
cial character, its hampering effect 
upon the normal relation between 
.production and change, and Ihe com- 
plicated system  which  it  sets up. 
His colleague. John Needham of 
St. John's Coll?ge of the University 
of Durham, -stressed such advantages 
of free trade a>s industrial efficiency, 
more Interest in shipbuilding, and 
general movements toward econo- 
mic, political and .social relief. 
Lawrence Parker and John Carroll 
pr seated the case against free trade 
clearly  and  logically  with  many apt 
, , illustrations   from   the   present   eco- 
bary will be composed of Eva Tut tie i        .        , politi(.al sitUa.ion. 
•:I2.  Dorothv Canfield  '35. and Janet: 
Stainion '3:1. Each speaker will be The debate wa« interesting from 
allow"d fifteen minutes for her pre- j the point of view of argument, of 
ientaiion. hut the first affirmative j presentation, and of clash of opinion 
speaker will use live minutes of her and the audience took an active In- 
time in a rejoinder The presiding lere-u in the open forum which 
officer of Hi evening Is Dean Hazel : followed. It was Interesting io note 
M. Clark. that   the     Englishmen      upon   being 
Last year Ihe same Bates teem I questioned gave It as their opinion 
traveled to Vermont to compete with thai Britain's pre-sent venture into 
Middlebury debaters. It i.s with a the field of tariff protection would 
fine   spirit   of   friendlin. )8   that   this   serve only  to show the folly of .such 
a  policy. 
The visiting debaters, who were 
selected from the colleges of Eng- 
land and Wales by a system of 
competitive elimination, concluded. 
with Friday's debate a two month's 
in -. ol i lie i a -ie >»' sfat ifc Q i'"" 
t Ii i - time they have engaged ill 
some twenty five intercollegiate 
debat s. At the present time two 
other teams are also in the United 
S " . one in ihe middle wc-st and 
the other in  the far west 
Prof.   Crafis   and   the   Orphic   or- 
year  the  two 
our campus. 
teams   meet   again   on 
Postpone Debate 
With Manchester 
The debate which was io have 
bean held here Saturday. Dec. 12th 
between the Batris freshmen and the 
Manchester   High   School      team   hae 
been postponed   until  April  because 
of traveling conditions. The members cheilra   pleased   the   audience   with 
of   the   freshman   team   are   Lillian several selections before the debate 
Bean, Oxford; .Powers  MacLsin,  An- commenced. William H. Dunham '32 
gusta; and Margaret Perkin.s. Port- 
ia n.l. This wau to have been one of 
the most important  combats on  the 
freshman  schedule  for Ihe season. 
is to be congratulated upon his suc- 
csasful management of thi«. the fifty- 
fifth international debate In which 
Raids  has  taken  part. 
WINTER CARNIVAL 
PLANS ARE NOW 
NEARLY COMPLETE 
By ROSAMOND MELCHER 
Women's Director of Winter Carnival 
\ ready plans ar6 being made for 
the  Winter  Carnival  which  i.s  to  be 
held   February   4,   5.  and   fi.  To  the 
i freshmen   who   don't   know   what   a 
j Bates  Carnival  is.  we  say  thai   it  Is 
I a great time;  three day* full of fun. 
: winter   -■•ports  events,  and  a  hockey 
i game,  climaxed   by  a  Carnival   Hop. 
To  the  upperc'.assmen  who  have al- 
ready witnessed one or more Winter 
Carnivals,   we  .say   that   this   year's 
Winter   Carnival   will   at   least   equal 
Carnivals of past years. 
On Thursday afternoon we will 
carry on the custom inaugurated last 
year  of  having  a  baseball  game  on 
11.11   *•*"!       ill- ■"<*11<_1 uzuii v*«u. ■-   —-j      . — —-. _ 
ponsihilities and  strain   placed  upon l snowshoes between the students and 
hi  during the football season hav-   faculty. If you don t believe that this 
is  fun   to   play  and   to   watch,     ask 
■someone  who  saw  it last  year,   and 
maybe     they     will     remember 
Wright  trying to  beat the     ball 
— 
are; friends   here   at   the 
other Teas throughout ihe y?ar. and j Pres.   Gray     is  a   graduate     of  the 
each  Spring  the  annual   Banquet   isi University   of   Maine  '18;   the  Dean 
held    Beside  these  affairs   the  club; of the International College. Smyra. | whose panshisin New York City, 
sponsors  music  in   the  dining  room | Turkey, and a missionary under tha 
on  Wednesday  nights.     Th?re     is a 
considerable amount of Social Wel- 
fare work done, too. Every week 
girls go to the Lewiston Y. W. C. A. 
to teach foreign women to speak En- 
glish. An Industrial girl's group 
meets regularly and one of the 
College girls is in eharge of this. 
On Sundays groups of the girls go 
to the Old Ladies Home to sing, and 
to the Children's Home to entertain 
I them. 
Of course, some of the money in 
the Treasury goes for the National 
due,', and there is a sum .spent in 
collaboration with the Y. M. C. A. 
in sending out Handbooks to the 
I Freshman class, and in carrying on 
' the exercises of Freshman Week, 
which include the I. M. U. R. party 
and later the Stanton Ride. Also the 
Y W. ink"* it upon themselves to 
write letters to the incoming Fresh- 
man girls, and to send them Rates 
stickers. 
The Y. W. C. A. ha.s a full year 
and keeps up a record amount of 
activities in all the fields of College 
life, for besides .managing the above 
affairs i; al*o provides interesting 
and worthwhile speakers for the 
Wednesday night Y. W. meetings. A 
good indication of the intense in- 
tercut in the club is the fact that 
membership in the club is not com- 
pulrory. yet almost every Batfts girl 
belongs, and is only too glad to give 
her services whenever they may be 
reauired. 
The last of the group is well re- 
presented by two Harvard students. 
John and Sterling Lanier. grand- 
sons of the southern poet. Sidney 
Lanier. 
An interesting sidelight is the 
friendly attitude and informality 
of the group-Howard becomes 
"Howie". Fred Thompson. "Tom- 
mie"—nicknames are always pre- 
ferred to the formal Mr. Thomp- 
son  or  Mr.   Blake. 
House Parties 
At mention of the Oxford Group: 
Movement, "house parties" are im- 
mediately visualized. In China, Ge- 
neva. Oxford. Kentuckey, South Ca- 
rolina, and various places over the 
entire   globe   groups     as   large     as 
Continued on  page  4  column 4 
first base, or Ruck Spinks catching 
flies out in th^ field, to .say nothing 
of Coach Thompson's pitching and 
Professor Cutts uppiring. The .stu- 
dent body was represented by such 
Tat.n as Norman Whitten. Red Long, 
Paul Carpenter, and Johnny Fuller. 
Intramural Sports 
On Friday afternoon, th"re will 
bs Interdorm competition in Winter 
Sports between both boys and girls. 
There is a banner to be awarded to 
the boys' dorm which has th? most 
points in th? meet, and another to 
be awarded to the girls' dorm which 
has the most points. It has been 
Members   of    the   club   have   been I suggested   that   this  year   points  be 
Al'.-College Skate. Nobody should 
miss this—even the Scotchmen can 
come and bring their girls. If you 
lov ■ lights, music, the rhythm of 
swaying bodies, the sound of the 
Click of skates against ice in the 
cold, clear air, you will love the All- 
College Skate. It's worth coming to 
find  out about  it. 
Satuday afternoon our hockey- 
team Is playing Colby at St. Dom'J. 
We need not urge you to go to that. 
It speaks  for itself. 
lirilliant   Carnival   Hop 
The whole Carnival is climaxed 
Saturday night by an informal bid 
dance, the Carnival Hop, which is 
to he held at Chase Hall this year. 
The number of couples will be 
limited, so be thinking who you're 
going to take, and when the notice 
is pe.-ted. make your reservations 
Dr. I early. An efficient committee; Alice 
to   Hellier, Jury Briggs, Charlotte Cutts. 
Model Conference 
For Disarmament 
Sponsored by Chib 
The M"n's Politics Club voted in 
a recent meeting to hold early in 
January a model disarmament con- 
ference which will take place in the 
music room in Chase Hall and will 
last throughout the entire afternoon. 
elected as heads of foreign delega- 
tions to present arguments for their 
respective nations. It was voted to 
allow women to participate in the 
conference. 
This  action  is  one of  a  series of 
model eonfer?nces which are taking 
awarded on the number of partici- 
pants from each dorm, as well as 
for th? winning of the races. Last 
year Cheney House won the banner 
for the girls, taking it from Frye 
Street House where it had been the 
year   before,  and  I   understand   that 
place in the colleges of the country,. although the boys' banner is in West 
and is a response to the nation-wide': Parker at the present time, Ka.st 
disarmament drive. Parker is hot on its trail. Better look 
out. West Parker! Besides winning 
the dorm banner, individual awaTds 
are given to those who come in first 
in the events. There are many chan- 
ces to exhibit skill, either in snow- 
shoe, ski, or skating events, or In 
it he novelty events, which (always 
provide fun for the participants and 
onlookers. 
Friday   nisht   there   will   be   the 
Rob Carter. Kenneth Wood, and Fred 
Donald, is already working on plans 
for the Hop and assures us of good 
music, decorations appropriate to the 
affair, and good refreshments. 
Attempts ar? b?ing made to have 
a Winter Sports team here for the 
week-end of the Carnival, and if this 
i-s possible, instead of the meet being 
run off Saturday afternoon before 
the Hockey Game as was the case 
last year, it has been suggaated that 
the racing be run off Friday after- 
noon either prior' to or during the 
Interdorm Races, and that the ski 
lumping and .saloming take place 
Saturday morning. 
Snow Sculpture 
Snow sculpture is to be one of the 
features of the Carnival this year, 
and is to be under the direction of 
Dagmar Augustinus. It was very suc- 
cessful two years ago. and the silver 
cup was awarded to Frye Street 
House for a miniature anow model 
of Hathorn Hall. If you remember 
that year. Chase House and Milliken 
modelled Robcats. while an elephant 
was erected in front of Cheney. Be 
thinking about making some piece 
of snow sculpture this year, and 
maybe your dorm will ba the one 
awarded the silver loving cup. 
(Editor's note: This Is the second 
of a series of articles to he written 
especially for The Student by Out- 
ing Club Directors.) 
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I'riuti'd  by 
I Holmes, hard-pressed to answer questions   put to hiin by delegates 
______   __J_I.II i Mi I fwww  Bates concerning the province of government in the control 
THE  BATES  STUDENT I0f busi»^s and individual enterprise, attempted to beg the question 
by  sonorously  stating  that the  questioners  were   profaning  "these 
'■ august halls"' of the State legislature. 
Any intelligent student will resent Mr. Holmes' characterization 
of education being taught in the class-rooms of Maine. And they 
will resent his intolerant reaction to intelligent questions. It is just 
such dried-up rubber bands that cannot stretch to meet new con- 
ditions that prevent progress in this time of instability. Both 
businessman and student at the Conference resented the palaver of 
Mr. Holmes' main speech and his meaningless answers to questions. 
It is high time that power trusts, which are anxious that men do 
not become Socialistic or otherwise radical, cease sending to these 
periodical conferences polished propagandists who if anything, by 
their unintelligent approach and their hide-bound attitudes, create 
rather than prevent radicalism. 
More    Unverified    Fact 
After reading the following news item in Monday's Lewiston 
•Sun. The Student feels that its last week's parody upon the title of 
the local morning paper, although innocently intended, has not been 
too far misapplied. The item follows: 
•Just to be nice a group of editors of "The Lewiston 
Gaily Fun"' recently published under the auspices of tin- 
Bates Student, waited upon Mayor Skelton and apologized 
for the way he was ridiculed in a story dealing with the 
relations of the Lewiston Socialist party with the board of 
Mayor and Aldermen. It is understood that the Bates College 
authorities did not join the undergraduates in their merry 
giggle over the "humorous" publication. Several of the con- 
tributors and editors are said, to have been called on the 
carpet and it is further hinted that two or three may get a 
chance to step on the carpet back home. And it is further 
reported that an apology is due Alderman Gauvreau. It is 
suggested that any others wishing an apology may get in 
touch with the College authorities or the editor-in-chief of 
the "Gaily Fun". 
The absurdity of the Sun's attitude is evident. To the editor's 
knowledge DO one Has apologized to city officials; no one has been 
called to the carpet of the President's office, or been stampeded to 
the carpets of parlors at home. Of course we regret that this has 
nos been done, since the particular reporter of The Sun has been 
so careful, in ;i news item, to signify his wish that it be done. 
It is more absurd to suppose that Mayor Skelton would ask for 
an apology, and if Chairman (iauvreau wishes to have his feelings 
soothed, it is for him to make application to the party afflicting him. 
and not for The Sun to make application for him. We cannot under- 
lain! The Sun's policies. The clipping printed above, although ap- 
pearing in an unsigned news item, carries editorial matter instead of 
impartial news. What sort of journalism is this.' 
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ERCOLLE&IATE 
MEWS 
Husky says in the    Northeastern 
News that the depression is awful i 
and that a few of the boys in an 
effort to economize, have neglected I 
to draw the razor blade across their 
upper lip. There are a few on our, 
own campus too, that have been 
bit  by  the  depression. 
One of the director.- at Oxford 
University once voted against pat- 
ting bathtub* in the men's ilornii- 
lor.v   OB   the   ground   thai      the   boys 
were there only eight months a year. 
Pepys 
Through 
The key- 
Hole— 
The   Chief   Snooper 
ed. 
has   depart-; 
"The  mark of a  widely experienc- 
ed    person    is    a    cosmopolitan    ap- 
petite   characterized  by a  liking  for  . . .   from  this shiver 
wholesome     food".      states        Prof,   belts. . .    to   apply   his   attention   to 
Bertha   Terrill  of  the  University  of   Christmas   shopping...    so   that   a- 
Vermont.  In  contrast are those who  gain  a_ substitute  editor  is  necessa- 
liave   whimsical   tastes     and   preju- 
Le  Meaaeger Publishing Company,  Lewiston,  Maine. 
mas 
"I don't know what to do." cried Scrooge, laughing and crying 
in the same breath. "I am as light as a feather. I am as happy as an 
angel. I am as rry as a school-hoy. Merry Christmas to everybody! 
A Happy New Fear to all the world. Hallo there! Whoop! Hallo!" 
A Don Quixote Come to Judgement 
The only comment we have to make at this time on the address 
Of I'ereival P. Baxter, former Governor of .Maine, delivered before 
the Bangor Rotary Club yesterday afternoon, in which he stated( ' 
that "One of our Maine colleges is more deeply involved in this sit- 
uation (the teaching of Red propaganda) than the others, and 
many of its students already have been brought under the spell of 
these false and un-Ainericaii doctrines", is that Mr. Baxter was one 
of the foremost enemies of the Code Bill, a legislative enactment 
for better government in Maine. 
Mr. Baxter, who decries that "In our Maine colleges there are 
those who covertly teach Socialism and Communism but those 
teachers lack the moral courage to stand openly for what they be- 
lieve", does not himself have the moral courage to name the Maine 
college he especially implied in his address. 
Socialism and Communism, if they are to be combated, cannot be 
combated with appeal to prejudice and pride of tradition. Intelli- 
gence is the order of the day. and it is lacking in the arias of those 
who sing loudest. 
Coram Library Now Offers 
Many of the Latest Books 
The Oxford Movement • 
.,,,„., i-   - .   ,     ■ •'•-  'I""-'-.-  <"<ii'ft i   c oi»/i.« \JL ib   a 
in tUi-.t- representatives ot Oxfords new religious movement by i Lung whose 
By   NANCY  riMM'KKTT together it is a nobie work and  like 
Many of the newer books printed "All Quiet on the Western Front" is 
during this last year have baen ad- winning, as it deserves, a world au- 
de:l to the she-Tea of Coram  Library ! dien;-?. 
">*- f-i"'. Among Hue are booka of! As a representative of collected 
Action: novels and short .stories, short Stories, "The Best Short Sto- 
r.n.l also several biographies, all of ries of 1931 and the Yearbook of 
which are well-worth the reader- the Amr.-ican Short Story" edited 
''"" • ■ by   Edward   J.   0'Bri?n  has  recently 
One oi the beet known and moat   reached the library. Thi.» collection 
highly   praised     of   these     books   is   covering from May  1.  1930  to  April 
i "The Good Karth" by Pearl S. Buck.   30  .1931.  includes only such stories 
My i|-.r.et: v tell ng the story of Wang s   combine  genuine  substance  and 
ry to kepe alive. . . the most po- 
pular column of the "Camel-Chest- 
er field-Lucky" Weekly News. .. At 
this time we wish to apologize for 
being remiss. . . in reporting Cam- 
pus news. . . I now present a sin- 
cere attempt) to satiate the desire 
for notoriety. . . among our tabloid 
readers, and others. . . and also to 
make up for the past delinquency. . . 
The Y. W. Bazaar proved to be a 
charming affair. . . due to the wait- 
resses... who surpassed the most 
exacting demands for service... It 
must seem peculiar to the Frosh. . . 
that they are able to coeducate in 
the open... Now that that holidays 
are approaching... let me offer 
words of advice. . . When you are 
ready to leave a train... climb off 
like the rest of the passengers. . . 
case don't let the porter brush you on* 
was The  disregard   for     that  grass 
This sign in front of the chapel. . . seems 
suit case contained lOOO small '° indicate that the cow-eds of Mil- 
I ugs,   which   were   carefully   indexed,   liken    and       Whittle*      suffer      from 
A    new    racket    for    the    Chicago "sinus"   trouble...   Here   is  a   pro- 
dices. This is evident by the facial 
expressions of the co-eds entering 
Hand   Hall  dining  room. 
At Texas Inivei-sity two theolo- 
gical Students, in order to get 
lands for their education, turned 
bandits. Instead of their I). D., they 
Uot   five   ;-onrs   in   orison. 
At Mount Holyoke Collage a 
shivery ceremony takes place at 
-ix A. M. on the annual Founder'.; 
Day. At this time the trustees make 
Ice cream at the grave of the 
founder of the college, and serve 
It to all the shivering freshmen as- 
sembled. 
An 
vei sily 
stolen 
parked 
ntoiiiologisl liciii the 
<if Illinois hail a soil 
from    his      ear   which 
on   a  Chicago  street. 
I 'ni- 
t-rooks. 
A Mublenberg soph. 
30"   pounds,     appealed 
who   weighs 
blem for the local psychologists. . . 
Why is it that Chapel speakers al- 
ways   mention   that. . .    when     they 
ever... with the present (?) ju. 
capacitation of Adams' conqueror, 
that great quarter-miler. Airy 
O'Connor. • . While on the subject 
of track. . . We all know that Jelli- 
son is a conscientious man when i: 
comes to training... but you would 
never suspect that he would wait 
from Portland to Danville Junction 
to "Keep going"... After bun 
Sat.'s jam at Chase. . . a possible 
solution is to run the dances In 
heats... You can laugh now, Ben 
... A prominent Cheneyite admit 
that she is saturated by studying. . 
Does that mean she is all wet?.. 
Balano is getting wittier every day 
... Sabe Dated?... The inconsis- 
tencies of life. . . Helen reading a 
novel through the entire debate 
Friday. . . and then spending Sat. 
Eve. with one of the visiting expo- 
nents of the forensic art. . . And if 
you don't ilke dog stories, win- 
read Kennilworth? . . . Marquis is 
nominated for that stalwart group 
... The Thundering Unheard., 
not that I'm looking for a punch In 
the nose. . . College life has its 
_nd"shake' touching episodes. Freshers, as 
"'many a roomate has discovered... 
The Freshmen may seem to be 
brought into undue prominence this 
time. . . Last week it was the Fa- 
culty... Somewhat like going from 
the sublime to the ridiculous.. 
The Englishmen created a fine im- 
pression. . . but their statement 
that football was a slow game wa< 
a surprise, to say the least. ■ . 
Speaking of impressions... How 
many have found the "way of lifle" 
that descended upon us last week'.' 
. . . For the benefit of those who do 
not understand the movement. . 
here is a summary of the idea be 
hind it all... "Ah... You know 
what I mean... Ah... I mean.. 
Ah . . . You know what. . . Ah ... 1 
mean"... Everyone should feel 
much better after this lucid expla- 
nation. . . The power of the depart- 
ed is often felt for quite a while. . . 
I never "wood" have believer it. . . 
Well, I must dash out and snare mt- 
a couple of "depression steaks"... 
Hot Dog. What a meal!... Be 
good, be careful... Und Frohlichen 
Weinachten . . . Et Bonne Annee. . . 
y Hasta Luego. 
L'ni-le   Sam   Pepys  Jr. 
protection   from   the   first year   men 
Of  that   school.   While   the Freshmen 
held   their     banquet     he remained 
tied in a pig pen. 
for    police were '" college...   they flipped a 
coin to decide between the movies, 
bridge, or study?... In each case, 
the coin must stand on edge before 
they study... and all the while 
they have been talking... they 
a his address over wcsn. Pros, have their trouser pockets... so 
idem Johnson oi Colby « ollcgc said , "'at all may see the Phi Beta Kap- 
wc have every reason to he proud' i'a k,'-v* which adorn their watch 
ot Maine colleges. "Turning now m chains.. . In two short weeks Mar- 
Hates we find that this college has;saret Hox'e has a great foundation 
done a notable work in the field of|*°_r u '"rid career... Remember, 
education,   claiming   more    teachers' Frosh.   that   you   should   get  out   of 
their visit to Hates have excited student thought, either in opposition j was his land and his earth. Mrs. 
to or approbation of their views, they have done a genuine service 
here. It is not likely that many college students, taught to rationalize, 
will accept the unquestioning faith in god and the way of life that 
the Oxford Movement counsels, but it might be well if college stu- 
dents would accept its religious enthusiasm, if nothing else. 
It was unfortunate that the presentation of the Group, by its 
evident minimising of the intelligent factor in religious thinking. 
should have at first aroused the antagonism of a majority in the stu- 
dent body. Some atonement was made in group sessions in the dormi- 
tories and through personal interview afterward, but the opinion 
is prevalent that a different method of presentation would have 
given the Group a better grasp on those it wanted to reach than the 
effect it actually achieved. 
Phe Student does not attempt to weigh the contentions of the 
Groups. But for those who were unable to secure an outline of the 
movement, its salient phases arc here introduced. 
By recounting actual, even though trivial, life experiences, the 
Group hopes to impress upon the uninitiated the ideals tor which it 
stands. Believing that "To be argumentative, disputatious, finieky 
about trifles, weakens, undermines, shatters." the Group refrains en- 
tirely From any argument on debated points of theology. Because 
they have tested in actual experience the letter and spirit of the New 
Testament, ami have Found it a working hypothesis of daily living 
among men. they accept in blind faith the tenets of Jesus. As one 
of their    writer stales:    "Faith, to be    worth its salt, "must be un- 
qnesting Faith,   not   accepted   blindly,  nor  repeated   parrot-wise, 
but postulated on the strength of experience, that is requisite." 
Once accepting standards of absolute honesty, purity in thought 
and deed, unselfishness, and love, the Groups attempt, by prayer and 
meditation, to find god's plan For mankind. Willingness 'to obey 
the will once he has found it. the individual will never fully seek it 
out. Once the will is determined, then the Groups believe in a coin- 
one   great   love  in   life   artistic form in a closely woven pat- 
■Hwl It 1. .        i>n ... 1. _T_M • ....—.      ...f.U        . 1_        _■ I... 
Buck illuminates the destiny of man 
in all countries and at all times, as 
we- as causing this alien civilization 
to appear ae oaaua] and as clearly 
intelligible to any reader as every- 
day happenings in his own life, 
though he may have no knowledge. 
whatsoever, of the Chinese. A sim- 
ple ye: dignifi'd style carries 
through the easily flowing narra- 
tive bringing out her firmness of 
character drawing. The great wealth 
of detail  in  the work shows careful 
t'c-tion towards building up a 
E -en- |n which men and women niove 
and gtow exactly as in life. The phl- 
1< sophy of the book showing the 
changing ideals of changing genera- 
tions U brought out al the end as 
Wang Lung ways brokenly. "It la the 
end of a family — when they begin 
to s: 11 the land. Out of land we came 
and into it we must go — and if you 
will hold your land you can live — 
no one can rob you of land— " His 
SOBS assured him they would never 
sell the land, but over the old man's 
head they looked at each other and 
-ariled. / 
Of an nltgother different type 
frani "The Good Earth" is Erich 
Remarque's "The Road Ba^-k". This 
is a novel of the German soldier 
f?eking to become -situated in civi- 
lian life, after the war as told in the 
i first parson by Ernst, a 
gS-OOb-aster. Merely a sequel to "All 
Quiet on the Western Front", it is 
le&i   (!:-amatk-.      and      lean   realistic 
tern with such sincerity as to claim 
a position in American literature. 
The new ^hort story, as O'Brien 
describe, it. la to discover and pre- 
sent lifs- without false sentiment or 
morality generally through the ac- 
tions of two or thr:e people in a 
certain situation. Such .stories show 
an integration or wholeness of make- 
up and use the plot as a servant not 
a master. Examples of this type are 
"The   Enigma"     by    Louis    Adams. 
"Ren Cmre" by Kay Boyle. The first 
of tli3«e portrays a Southern man of 
eccentric character who found his 
equal in a woman of G-erman-Irish- 
and-Maoric parentage whom his fa- 
mily would not recognize. Aft?r her 
tragir- death he did away with his 
funds in his eccentric manner until 
he had only enough left to success- 
fully commit suicide. In considering 
Kay Boyle's story of an invalid un- 
willing to die it is curious to note 
that for a while aftsr the war the 
older, well-known 'magazines were 
closed to him but now the "editorial! 
dykes" are breaking and the new 
short story is being recognized as 
th- best. 
;iNil   .school      principals     than     anv. 
othei   coilefce   In   Maine".   This   is  .,| Seniors  do.. 
paragraph   from     ivi-skicm     John- 
son's address. 
At the University of Wisconsin 
credit is given tor bull sessions. H 
is claimed that the conversations of 
college students when the day is 
over is as effective as the class 
room  lectures. 
i'lie baad of the Colgate psychoi- 
ogj   laboratory    warned    ihe    tnale 
students ol thai school ■»—-_.—I ||,e 
"peppy, vivacious party-girl*1 as a 
life luii-dicr. Her thyroid will near 
oil! alter live years, ami she will 
probably   ha   lifeless   ami   dull. 
class as much as possible... the 
The 1A Players are 
missing a superb bet in Three-Star 
Hennessey of billiard fame... The 
Pony Express has a new route in 
view... to Hacker \House. .. very 
Trite Is)... The Varsity Club 
welcomed new members Monday 
night... Such virile, ruddy-cheeked 
athletes they are... NOW... The 
Freshnien... whom one starry- 
eyed Sophomore co-ed claims are 
Nicemen. . . showed plenty in the 
class relays... The track squad 
has  suffered  a  serious setback how- 
(Warning: The Lewiston Gaily 
Fun doe-s not guarantee the validity 
of the following information) 
The professors of Up-to-Date 
College have been warned by the 
student body that they will give up 
doing their daily assignments un- 
less, the professors keep up to the 
mark Is covering the assignments 
given.  Truly,  not a  bad  idea. 
William Zero of liowdoin College, 
a native of Alaska, is earning his 
college expenses this year by acting 
as custodian of the college mascot, 
a white bear. 
The   profits     from     the     Lehigh- 
I'enn Stale Charity football game 
was divided three ways. One third 
of the profits went to each school 
and the remaining third to defray 
expenses. 
NEWEST FACULTY MEMBER 
POPULAR ON CAMPUS 
Football   is  a 
tic   girl's   sport 
I l al I.I. 
major   iiilei-sehola-- 
in Melbourne,  Aus- 
In the field of biography Editb 
Citings Reid has brought out "The 
Great Physician, a Short Life of 
Sir William Osier." Using the bare 
facts of his life as a background, 
she has presented a vivid picture 
yo."?.?!of this eminent doctor. When Sar- 
gent painted the group of four phy- 
sicians. Dr. Welch, the pathologist. 
Dr.   Halsted.   the   surgeon.   Dr.   Kel- c tile 
plt'tc surrender to god-guidance. ■„   ■'•    ". ***?9ing predecessor.  Only  ley. the gynecologist, and Dr. Osier, 
...    2svy,r:-isi,otrm],h'u-- however'"•ithouta»i»teiii^"t tfisoL!?t"t.tt0
a
f' Aiv^ast^^JS express,,mal activity, and this activity is in helping other people to!"* "r-« novel. There is in ii. how- 
realize the richness of life and to overcome sin. "The teaching is not 
t a man or woman should confess every sin but that he or she 
should be willing to do so if god guided to do it." 
The movement carries no organization    or dog 
admission it produces nothing new, but only attempts to rev 
thusiasm  in  Christianity.   It denies the emotionalism of 
dogma;    on its own 
revive en- 
revivals of 
ever, a greater understanding of 
young manhood combined with more 
soldier humcr and mor> love than 
in the earlier volume. Certain parts 
arc so great as not soon to be du- 
plicated    by any    writer, but as a 
who'e  thi,     work   shows     no   great I dern  school  of biography which  has 
other  days.  Starting  al   Cambridge    it  passed  on   to  Oxford   »„»».   ESS" <:'..!,'.,;oodl"K Ph"<»ophIc  pene-   become  so   popular,     the  author   is 
ra._a__H ' "-■ F™"k *=-"'-»"- -=.-.™-r« oiir.,trv »_-_»-."was tcr.se power in its quiet sadness. Al-I faithful to his real .character. 
over Osier. "Then", says Mrs. Reid, 
"suddenly he dashed a spirit on the 
canvas—and the group was vital- 
ized. It is that spirit we are seek- 
ing in his life." It is that spirit she 
brings out in her clear, anecdotal 
style.  Following altogether the mc- 
To repeat   The Student has not offered a critique of the Groups 
Qor is any recommendation made to join the movement. The essential 
facts of its doctrine has been set forth only to clarify the thoughts 
of those who were unable to «et first hand contact with 
men. its spokes- 
Co-eds at Northwestern Univer- 
sity were up in I he air about "no- 
shaviug" week. The event has been 
adopted as a tradition even if a 
feminine student said "thai Bhe 
couldn't imagine herself dating a 
man looking like Sir Walter Raleigh 
or Czar Nicholas  II. 
Ac the I'nivei-sily of Berlin the 
sluilcnls pick their own professors. 
Six weeks before the semester offi- 
cially opens is the time when the 
Students can stuih and analy/.e the 
various   professors. 
An editorial from Lafayette Col- 
lege paper expresses the opinion 
which agrees with some heard here. 
Speaking of mid-term writtens (re- 
member the week before Thanks- 
giving) the editorial says. "As a 
general will the tests were too long 
and too comprehensive for the fifty- 
five minut,.s alloted. The attempts 
to crowd an exam covering two 
months work into an hour period 
that was formally taxed to the 
most with the testing of a month 
-study has met with almost univer- 
sal criticism.'' 
-:o: ———_— 
Mr. Labouvie, German Prof., an Interesting Personality 
Hf ELSIE P. siM.r.i, I (and  what a "kick" he get* out of 
,it!)  He has been  asked also to join 
The newest addition to the Bates the Y. M. C. A., but Der Deutsche 
faculty this year is a particularly! Verein got the jump on the rest and 
interesting gentleman. He U a young; made him an honorary member. Un- 
vr:y young, and nice Jooking, I doubtedJy he will be another power- 
and a European. Meet Herr Erich i ful and helpful force in that already 
Labouvie, mew instructor in the "live" club. He is full of interesting 
Human   Department. ideas for programs. 
Mr. Labouvie comes from Dillin-I When "quizzed" a.5 to his opinion 
gen-Saar in Germany. At present j of our American colleges he balked' 
th!_ town U subject to an interna-1 Oh yes, he was verv enthusiastic a.» 
tional government — under the di-' to the advantages of those he had 
rection of France as stipulated by sesn but it is impossible to compare 
the Treaty of Versailles, but it will them with the German institution,, 
undoubtedly be under German con- with which he is familiar for sevc- 
trol again within comparatively few ral interesting reasons- 
ye^s„    . „ The   American   college   is   not  at 
Our hero first studied in the: all like a German university because 
\oks,::-hu!e at Dillingen^Saar but, it has not the freedom of choice of 
at the age_ of ten. until he was nine-' studies and concentration on majors 
teen, he otudied at the Reform real-i that a German universitv affords 
m^3__?Tj ____" te__* r9tOTn>ed or j and Germany has no liberal art-s 
modified realgymuasium. Upon pas- i colleges as we have. The American 
.-nig a stiff examination he went I college couJd not be transplanted 
£____*» l'"ver3it>' °f Freiburg (i_ to Germany and be expected to 
riaien i for one semester and dero- function any more than a German 
tea ills time to the psychology of 
languages,  philosophy,  art. and lan- 
guages  —  apeciaU-ing     in   English. 
university could function here. A- 
slde from a few clubs and undemo- 
cratic   fraternities   the  German   uni- 
I-rench and German. At the end of versity has no community lire am 
_^-£_? ^mest
ter he Participated in there is no campus with its chat* 
a   piize contest  in search   for Ger-  and no college sports through wbi,i 
Allegheny's Library Staff 
Aci'online t„ the Readville, Pennsylvania, Tribune-Republican 
the newly enlarged library of Allegheny College has an administra- 
tion of five lull-tune workers, and ten part-time student assistants. 
The enrollment of Allegheny is somewhat smaller than that of Bates. 
Dried-Up Rubber Bands 
In applauding the fact that the    Lewiston Journal    has at last 
seen "evidences of need" in Maine. Dr. Ernest Gruening. editor of 
the Portland Evening News, writes: "Is it not about time that we 
faced realities that are painfully apparent all about* It is cheering 
that the Lewiston Journal has begun to see. ft appears that this new 
light was derived from a meeting of the Maine Economic Conference i 
held at Augusta Friday (December 41  It was at this same conference.! 
incidentally that Mr. Gerald Holmes industrial engineer of the New"' 
jtagl&jid Pttbli- Service Company, i_ reported to have declared "that 
Result  of  Bates   Disarmament Poll 
(Using the form of the Disarmament Poll ballot, the Student 
publishes the number of votes given each alternative in the five 
questions taken in consideration.) 
Copy of the Disarmament ballot results are being sent all Maine 
Representatives and Senators and to the National Student Disarma- 
ment Council for inclusion in the national student poll. 
1. If all nations join in similiar reductions in military and naval 
establishments intended for use against each other* how much 
disarmament would you favor? (Figures represent number of 
student votes on the various percentages) 
Xom—19 25%—21 50%—110 75%—-125 100%— 221 
2. Do you favor the American delegation of the General Disarma- 
ment Conference tnkiiif.' the initiative in calling upon all nations 
to join us in redaeing armaments! 
None—49 25%—2. 50%—120 75%—85 100%—273 
:.    D6 you favor our setting an example for other nations bv red- 
ucing our e_pe_diture£ uDon armaments ■ 
MRS. GRAY HOSTESS 
AT BIRTHDAY TEA 
Mrs Clifton D. Gray entertained 
at her home, laities of Bates faculty 
and all Bates girls whoso birthdays 
•ome in  December. 
The Bates girls who were present 
Bare a delightful -programme. The 
Syiiflx:!   anil   The  Saint   wai  read   by 
Marion Crosby,    and  Ruth  Benham 
read The MOIIM- ami The Moonbeam. 
Ductile foiiKler sang Dunning anil 
Away in a Manger. She was accom- 
panied by Dorothy Staples. Follow- 
ing the entertainment all the guests 
participated  in Christmas games. 
Mm Gray poured and was assisted 
in -serving by the faculty guests. 
These pressnt were Mrs. Per v 
Vernon,  a special  guest;   Mrs    Mai- 
man dialects. „dth*W.;£*?i_l*~^*£Zg&to*™** W 
hs  following carreor. Mr   Labouvie will  in  -„ 
Studied in Vienna J^^o^ToV «2_.Ct_I__S 
M. Labouvie spent the next two ' 
■ eim-ter.s at the University of Vien- 
na, ui Austria, and again studied 
the French and English languages 
pedagogy, philosophy and psycholo- 
gy. Here he became a member of a 
national German fraternity which 
claims al.so President Von Hlnden- 
burg in it.s membership. Mr. Labou- 
vie returned to Freiburg for his 
fourth and fifth semesters and in 
the latter he also held a tutorship/ 
in Freiburg. During the course of 
hi* university career he also parti- 
.ipate.l   in   the  gymnastic   sports   in 
which Germany prides herself, and 
he pa^we.1 a successful examination 
in that field. His academic pursuits 
were concentrated in German nhilo 
logy. ■    ■ 
He then came to the United States 
as  an   exchange  student   to   Middle! 
It was at this same conference, may we add to Dr. GrueningY Yes—351 No—105 
Sf.3.fmtnk,hlt Mr t
Hol_les vocifer0us1*- stated himself as "amazed 5.    Do you favor compulsory military training' 
»♦ the b2bb!< being ♦ a ugh ♦young !**r in *h? eo'tege? -f M*:n.e " Mr Y-,__" y--v_a ■ 
».m J. Gray; Mrs. W.H. HaVtsh'o™. io^hip. "' He's^S _t*1_S___i_t 
Dean Ha«l Clark. Mrs. John S for a year _ml ,it. MWd-lebury 
nuuu.  Brteabeth  *___.__,    Eleanor som_ieJTaoSf*eS_* hu^fl "* 
 r**-. Charlotte  Longley,    Marv Degree   »nf| th™ I. 8    to MMler* 
Loring. Eveh-n Crawford! Marv K_-L-tM. [       HI™-      T «<• Bates 
ler   Olnc  C-ro-r,    J__*__!ne    mil ' *iJLV!?-J_-*1 H    >«• «o_* _«- 
Rath    John 
Beulah    Wo 
roTer,    JosepMne    HM1.'eianer's elueaaT_i d_»lT„w___: _* 
ton     Charlotte    \<^A~-   >*V»-A_V".1:~T In. WMBJR, and a_ 
Bliss. Augusta Cohen. Aubigne CUSh    rr«^L^
n^al.int6mt ** &1*t0- 
lar.   Lucille   Foulger    Althea    Hoi  I   ^VTr °V?&7\ *H «*  *>»««*• 
,s_ S*a»in- '.-<v I   . Mr-   Labouvie    is,. ot    course,  a 
both institutions involve 4_rtl_ctly 
different culture and historial 
background i„ Germany educa- 
tion i3 a national thing; here it ra- 
Ina enve1fCtUh0f .-! '«*£->*"? •*■£■ 
__*_?__ ■_.eU there are difference? 
in the .public and private school,. 
TO_"S__** co«u«^ in  Germany 
_J_________" Student    decide, on 
armr^T0" ^ «*1«*e »to course. 
accordingly — there being no requir- 
or ___?•_ He <*" «° to "eeture* 
or not as he wishes and there ie no 
n , ^f 'exam for the >'ear course. 
»ut there is an exceedingly rigid 
comprehensive examination over al; 
studio* at the end of the year A 
large percentage ..f the students 
tau. but those that pa^s are tho- 
roughly prepared. Competition for 
positions is very keen and besides 
Passing an examination over the 
course of studies the student mu>st 
also pass an examination over MB 
two years' of practical 'teachins 
/providing he piano to teach) be- 
fore he can  get a job ?e a teacher. 
Mr Labouvie lik«s the coopeia- 
tio_ between U;_Uy and student? 
that fee !!_._£ :« American Coi!s_«* 
**-J>ft-i_l!y en the Bites csmpiit. 
Je*r* ii _o social ;cap_r_tkm 1ft 
»efn\-_y but there is considers Me 
eA6$Afation concerning courses of 
•tudy, as in the seminar systems. 
As 4 place for    making    its people 
_:.-..--, „,V*l~,*;-A",^J:_ SZ_,a- f10*1 .nippy and contents  Bates,<e 
77 
First Bates Paper Quotes 
"Astonishing" Rates On 
Student Items ' 
Ity   Valery   lluraii >u   ...n   ,\,.-.<     _. . "as  leB  uo'laih.  To  quote  from   the 
,\t  the end  of April.  1861,  Grant   lu
rt>?"em   Mself   -'Boar:!      in   Parker 
■ed   Washington   to   take     personal I 5*.      is $2°0 per week. The present 
control of the Army of the Potomai; I _?h Prices for provisions may com- 
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Venerable Hathorn Hall 
Claims Picturesque Past 
»fi Lincoln had made him Lieu- 
|rlKi:it-General, the chief of all 
Northern armies in the Civil War. 
In April. 1864, Bales College was 
pearing Hie end of its first year, and 
in that same month, the students of 
Bates, perhaps with the aid of those 
, .its in the Seminary Depart- 
ment  and  the     College   Preparatory 
rtment—as  the  Institution  was   with  them their own  bedding, as it 
,1,0-1   organized—printed   Number   I   ,a v '>' necessary they should do. ..'• 
„f Volume IX of The College Cres-       The >"':>li:l-  matter in The Ores- 
nil.   evidently   the    predecessor   of' 
pel  a  rise in the price of Board. . . 
The Steward will board as cheap 
as he can consistent with these pri- 
ces: .. . Rooms are rented at $3.00 
to  $4.00  per  term. 
"Gentlemen usually lit their own 
wood, and ladies usually do their 
own washing. opportunities for 
which are tarnished, and both bring 
The Bates Student. 
That the Student had a predeces- 
sor was not perhaps known by any- 
one on campus until Prof. (;. M. 
Chase the other day turned over a 
,,)>>■ of this venerable four-sfa 
publication, The College Cres 
irhich had been forwarded to him 
by Mr. L.. W. Blake of Limerick. 
.Maine. 
Ill   Niulli   Year 
Evidently this College Crescent of 
IS64 was in the ninth year of its 
■■'. shment. if ths volume number 
;„ any indication. If so. then it must 
have been carried over by the college 
[rom The Cobb Divinity School, j 
wiiih was the direct ancestor of i 
Bates College. 
The Crescent is certainly not a 
newspaper. Hs front page, headed 
with the ititle in an arch over the 
•op. to all purposes is a college 
Log, tabulating the names of 
scanty faculty and student! body. Un- 
der the title of the paper is an en- 
graving of an architect's conception 
.'. how the finished Bates would 
;.>ok. The campus is bare of trees, 
except for one or two. Hathorn Hall 
1 shown even as it appears today. 
i:l Park?:- Hall is not much dift'er- 
nt. But on the other side of Hathorn 
Hall is another building similar in 
structure to Parker Hall, which was 
io have been the women's dormitory, 
iiad it been built. Connecting thea 
two buildings with Hathorn Hall are 
narrow intervening structures. 
Small 1'nculty 
Surely the faculty must have been 
over-worked.      At   least   compare   it 
with the faculty of the present time, 
and the present faculty is over-work- 
ed.   Itev.   Oren     B.   Cheney.     1).   IV. 
was president:   Lev:   YV  Stamton   was 
professor   of   Greek   and   Literature; 
Sclden   F.   Neal.     of -Mathemai 
Jonathan   Y.   Stan ton,   the   rer 
Uncle Johnny,  of whom   Prof.  Oha  - 
now   tells   every     Freshman     Cl 
taught  Latin   Language  and   l 
ture,   Natural   Science   and   Agricul- 
tural   Chemistry.   Moral   ai  I 
lectual  Philosopohy.    Modern     Lai 
guages.  and   Rhetoric   and      Em 
Literature.   Those   were   days   when 
knowedge  was   not  so   detailed   and 
specialized  as it   18 how;   they « ■ •-,■ 
days     of   quiet     contemplation.     of 
philosophy. 
Horace   K.  Oheney   taught     L 
and      Mathematics;      Nathaniel      T.. 
Briggs. Elocution: L. W. Ballard. Betty Mann. Julia Briggs, Eraii- 
Muelc; Ambrose Ilerriiiiau. Penman ces Cronin, Frances Stevens. Murial 
Ship  and   Bookkeeping:     Jo-iah     D.   Mac   Leod,     Alice     Hellier. 
itrained,      ornate-dictioned. 
pollysyllabic  essays.  One  for  instan- 
itarts, ■"Upon us.  modest   Fresh- 
in- ii.   who   fain   woudd   have  sought 
ih" seclusion our humble station de- 
serves, and.  all engrossed in ancient 
l    and modern art. would never 
have   turned  aside  our  thoughts or 
tee)  from a true geometrical line, or 
from  those     enchanting     meet-her-s 
lot"  Homer I   has fallen  we    lament 
the part to pluck the first quill from 
new   fledged     wings  and     shed     its 
Virgin   ink   on   honor of  'Bates'." 
Mela in-holy 
Then there is a sad essay, written 
perhaps, with the melancholia born 
of thi v.. ntitled, "The Dead". 
"Where are they gone?" it begins. 
"Through that mysterious gate have 
they passed? What beautiful palace 
hath openi I i - pearly dooT to re- 
ceive  the weary wanderers?.... 
"There is another, too. sleeping, 
beneath a grassy mound in one of 
our own country town--. There is a 
white stone pointing heavenward 
upon which I have often read the 
limp] Iption:   "Sacred  to  the 
Memory   of who   died   for   his 
count ry.'   ... 
"Memory   loves   to   roam   through! 
the   shadowy   balls   of   the   beautiful 
Past.   There   are   silken   tresses     of 
aubur harps   long     unswept, 
. with broken strings, garland* 
of with red ' iw irs, and a thousand 
precious r II a which the hand of 
I [me ha - gal here l ; here..." 
W irai :    now   write   with   that 
emotion; the J trident note of hu- 
man::)'- music, then unheard, has 
now predominance from a harp of 
steel > : imentai? Yes. But they 
were jays of soft feelings, too: days 
of war ai I change, such as we our- 
elvea have seen; days recalled by 
this Jaundi :ed bit of paper. The 
College Crescent, into Whose making 
the work of living hands, now dead, 
and lovingly entered. 
 ____ :o: 
SENIOR  GIRLS 
AT   THORNCRAG 
An  enjoyable  party   was  given  by 
Senior   glrla   Tuesday.     Dec.   1. 
i-   Tl '     Cabin.     The comntlt- 
harge was composed or Bet- 
:. Mann and Prances Stevens. Af- 
ter supper was served the evening 
was spent in playing games and 
dancing.   Those   attending  were: 
Baseball 
The baseball games have been 
great fun, haven't they? As yet all 
the games haven't been played so 
the general summing up of the sea- 
son will be in the next issue of the 
••Student". Both the Garnets and 
the Blacks have been playing a 
good game. 
Speed ball 
Although   the   past     season      has 
been   enjoyable   quite     a   few   have 
suffered   from   minor   injuries   such 
as   sprained   fingers   and   ankles.   It. 
has   been   thought   advisable  to   tryj 
out  speed-ball   which   is  a  combina- 
tion  of  soccer  and  basket-ball.     At 
the   end   of   this   week   a   vote   wi'l I 
be  taken  to  ascertain  whether  next j 
year   the   girls   would   rather     play i 
the   old   game  or  speed-ball.  Speed-1 
ball   is  a   splendid  transition     sport I 
for  it uses the  formation  of  hockey | 
and   the   technique     of   basket-bail 
and soccer. 
The New Season 
Great     sport     is  ahead     of   you. 
Think   of   the   speed   and   thrill   of i 
a   fast  game     of  basketball.     Don't] 
you  enjoy skimming down the slope j 
of  Ml.  David  or Pole Hill, and  how j 
about   leisurely   paddling   along   on' 
snow-shoes?     The   prospects     for  a 
good  season  for skating look  rather j 
wet   at   present   but  one   never  can 
tell  about  Maine  winters. 
"The Sportswoman" 
Have you ever peeped into thi- 
column's god-mother, the magazine 
"The Sportswoman"? You'll find It 
in the magazine room of the li- 
brary, in the rack on the left hand- 
side. The last issue has some dandy 
basketball   hints. 
Ituiujuet 
The   annual  sports   banquet   is   to 
be on  Thursday, January  II.  Ronny 
Matcher  '33   is  in  charge  and   is  to, 
be   assisted   by   Fran   Bracket!.   '83 
and  Fran  Cronin,  '32. 
A.  A.  Room 
Y   now  has  nothing  on  us.   Much 
to  the  surprise  of  most  of  us.  last 
Wednesday instead of staying in the 
regular  meeting  place,  we  were  led 
down  to  the  gym   and   into   Profes- 
sor's old office and lo and behold  it i 
It   was   entirely     changed.     In   the 
room  there was a long table with a | 
place  for   each  one     on   the   board, 
cute   little     curtains,     a  big  A.   A. j 
baner.  tiles  and everything  to make \ 
the  board  more  efficient.  We  enjoy-! 
cd  the cakes and punch  very much. I 
Good-bye   now   for  this  year.   Let ( 
the next year be as  enjoyable and 
athletic as the last. Au  revoir—seej 
you  in  1932. 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx* 
I  CLUB NEWS  I 
By OLIVE KNOWl.ns 
Ri cently   when a  professor asked 
a freshman English class to describe 
the front of Hathorn Hall, he found 
to his surprise that there were v< r> 
few who could tell him what it look- 
ed like in detail. Although most of 
us are familiar with Hathorn Hall. 
and have crossed and recrosBed its 
threshold inumerable time. we 
would find it difficult to describe 
the building to an outsider and most 
Of us would be able to tell very lit- 
tie about the history of the building 
itself. 
"A vi ry large procession composed 
of the trust as,   lorgymen in and out 
of   town,   directors   of   the   Franklin 
Company, lire companies of the 
village, tea hers and children of the 
public schools, and many citizens 
marched to the seminary grounds 
under the leadership of Capt A. H. 
Kelsey of Lewiston, led by the mu- 
-i of two bra-, bands of the vil- 
lage." From this ([notation we can 
picture the group that laid the cor- 
nerstone of Hathorn Hall in June 
26. 1&66, This was Indeed the great- 
• st event in the history of the humble 
town of Lewiston up to that time. 
The   building   was  named     for     Seth 
and Mary Hathorn of Woolwich 
whose - -nerous gift of $500 from 
their modes) savings ot a life time 
made the buil ling a possibility. 
However [here were hundreds of 
other uift from many unknown men 
and women whose vision and courage! 
made Bates College a possibility. 
Oa completion, or rather as it 
- 1 when what was then the Maine 
State Seminary opened, there were 
-i\ small r -Hation rooms on the 
third floor., i lie second floor was un-' 
linl-lu 1 and remained so for thirteen 
years on account of lack of funds. 
and the first floor served as the 
chapel, preside!.:- office and as a 
library. What are now the History 
:.:ii Latin rooms served as the 
chapel, it was not uncommon, al- • 
though rather risky, for some of the 
more adventurous of the young men 
to slip silently out of the window' 
during a particular boring servire. 
New   however,  there  are  no  windows 
In on:- Chapel which    are accessible. 
evept   to  a   second  story   worker. 
When the second  floor was com- 
pleted, chapel services were held in 
what is now the Little Theatre. Then 
•ii old chapel was used as a physics 
laboratory and recitation room. The 
room to the right of the door 
on the western side of the building 
served  as a   dark  room   in   which  the 
promising young physicists developed 
prints from their negative- and did 
work   in   photography. 
Until the separation of college and 
seminary in 1S6S. Hathorn Hall was 
occupied by both jointly. Then, as 
now. it was the very heart of the 
college, about which clustered all of 
the activities of the students. The 
entire intellectual, social and spirit- 
ual life of the college centered in it. 
In those days there were two li! ra- 
ry societies which vied for the at- 
tention of the students. These were 
the Kurosophia Society and the Po- 
lymnian Society. Meetings were held 
every Friday evening at which the 
members debated various questions. 
Th re was keen competition between 
the two societies as to which should 
get the promising incoming .-indents. 
It seems a long step from the social 
lif of thai day. to our own over 
organized extra curicula campus life* 
of today. Whether it has been pro- 
gress or not is another question. 
There was a hand in those days 
that used as it- reh irsal room- what 
is now the Prench room. 
Many years after the construction 
of ihc building, it was discovered by 
Prof. Hand of the Mathematics 
department that the whole structure 
was in Imminent danger of collapsing 
due to Its peculiar construction. In 
ot'.I r thai the floor of the Chapel 
might not be obstructed by pillars 
the upper floor had been suspended 
from the roof by longs rods. It was 
necessary to remodel the building at 
onsiderable   cost   in  order  that  the 
building might be saved. It" this had 
not been dofie there might have been 
a   terrible   catastrophe   to    mar   'li 
early  history of Bate;. 
Today    Hathorn     Hal!    -lands    ini- 
-ively at  the  heart  of the  Bates 
Campus.   There     have     been     many 
hanges In its inward makeup but 
outwardly it is the same as whin i: 
was first completed except for the 
beautiful vines which cling to its 
walls. 
Dr. Vernon Speaks 
At Vesper Service 
The third of the series of vesper j 
services under the direction of the j 
Keligious Council of Bates College 
was held in the chapel Sunday af- 
ternoon. Music was furnished by 
the choir under the direction of 
Professor Seldon Crafts. A Christ- 
mas negro spiritual. "The Babe in 
Bethlehem" was sung by Sylvester 
Carter. 
Reverend Percy D. Vernon spoke j 
briefly on peace and faith. Even as1 
Christ was born during the time jf 
luxury in Home, so should we now 
in the time of depression turn to 
him as children in a renewal of our 
faith. The builders of the Tower of 
Babe! almost reached heaven but 
they were overcome by confusion. 
We  cannot  choose  among  the  great 
mass of gifts displayed In the Btoxe 
during the Christmas season. The 
present world Is overcome by many 
cults and religions—it cannot choose 
one for its own. It is best to turn 
back to the peace and love of God 
and Christ. There are two kinds o. 
peace—that of the stagnant pool 
and the rushing waterfall, but 
above the latter there is a MM 
gaily singing. That is the peace for 
which we must seek. 
The Senior class al BkMmore 
follece have- the reputation for be- 
in* original. Recently the, enter- 
tained the Freshmen at a cocktail 
party. 
la i> pitH-uiUioiiury health inc.i 
save   against    Athletes'    Foot.       nie.i 
„si." the showers in the gym at the 
University "' Wriimm "•."•**£ 
to provide themselves with a fan 
of   wooden   clogs. 
Frocks for A   Y   T   I   M   E A N O E 
INNER 
GRIFFON7   CLOTHES   FOR   MEN 
Charge  Account Service 
D; 
SNAPPY 
PORTSWEAR 
loy-lll Lisbon St.. CORTELL'S Lewistou,   Manic 
Hecker-Franson  Needlecraft  Shop 
WE   SPECIALIZE  IN 
Ladies' Furnishing—Gifts—Art Needlework 
79 LISBON ST.. LEWISTON. MAINE Instructions   Free 
Say it with Ice Cream 
QEORQE A. ROSS 
Bates   1904 ELM   STREET 
ELIZABETH TAYLOR 
STUDIES IN QREECE 
Acropolis   And   Marathon   Visited   As  Tourists 
Show Ignorance And Donkeys Are Flitted 
I'tilfiifer. Photography. Miss Harriet 
C. Woodman. Principal of Female 
Department: Miss .Sarah A. Perkins, 
Modern Languages. Miss N. Louise 
Wood.  Latin  and   Mathematics:   Mi- 
Muriel 
(lower. Doris Mooney. Gertrude 
Diggery,   Christine   Stone.     Dorothy 
Sullivan.   Mary   lloag.   Marion   Blake. 
RUth      Barrell,   Bernlce     Burnham. 
Margaret    Renwlck,     Althca     Howe. 
Lncv L.  White.  Ornamental   Branch-   Marjorie     Briggs,     and        Lucienne 
es, Alonzo Garcelon,    Anatomy and   Blanchard.   Clifton   Jacobs,   Norman 
Mivsinlnpv ! Wliitten.   Joseph   Murphy,      Bernard 
rh>stolog>. sprafke.      Harold    Norton.    Kenneth 
Maine   Recruits Woml     Edward      iMescott.     Edward 
The .student  body  oi   the  present   Tierny   ..\lmus Thorpe. Gilbert Clap- 
Bates     is  infinitely     more     national    |)(,,.,„„'   ,.,, k   pavid.   Fred   Hansconi. 
than the student  body of thai  time. 
In the college and all  its adjuncts, 
the   only   state,   other     than   Maine. 
mentioned   to  any  extent   in   Ih■■   list 
was   New   Hampshire,  and   then   the 
■ indents  from   there  were  iie,i.le.i> 
; the minority. There was one lady— 
they   were   then     called—in   the 
ademlcal  Department,  from • N  w 
York  City,  but oilier  than   this   the 
idents came from Maine towns. 
Included   In   the   roll   of   students 
re  many  to whom   Prof.  Chase can 
iw turn hii memory and recall men 
i 1   women   who      devt loped 
liking   personalities   later   in    life. 
0  istanding  among  them,     perhaps, 
J    lea-5t   in  the  love  of  Bate;  people 
-.ice that day.     is     George    Colbj 
ise,   then a student  in  the  Prep- 
-   itory   Department,   and   who   later 
•e to  become second   president   of 
Herbert Feidler, Henry La Vallee. 
Richard Secor, Bruce Patterson. 
Clifton  Jordan,   Aitra  Appleby. 
The chaperones for the party 
were Coach and Mrs. Ray Thomp- 
son. 
Junior Girls Have Party 
The Junior girl- of Milliken House 
and Whittier House held a cabin 
party at Thorncrag, Tues.. Dec.. 15. 
After ci chicken pie supper the eve- 
ning   was   giTen   over  to  games  and 
las ling. The party was chaperoned 
by Dr. and Mrs. Leonard and Dr. and 
\ir<.     McDonald.      Those     attending 
were Thelina Klttredge, Betty Mfc 
Grath, Beatrice NeHsen, Mavis Cur- 
tis-5, Lucille Jack. Florence James. 
Helen AOie. and Margaret Ranlett. 
Their guests were George King. 
Oasht D   .Mitchell.   Norman   McDonald. 
Orimer    Bngbee,    Russell    Jellison. 
Davl I,     Eugene  Ashton,    and the college in which  he studied. Tuition Ten Dollars Jac" 
Tuition for a  term  in   those   lays   Melrin  Wetech, 
l   The Best College Souvenir 
1        A Bates Year Book 
— As lasting 'as recollection — 
**♦ 
Subscribe  to 
The 1932 
"Mirror ti 
■ (The charge is five dollar,- The entire amonat may 
be placed on the second aaaefltes t:rr.i bill, or. two dol- 
lars" may be paid defers January 15 and the remainder en 
rereivintr the book.^ 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx:o: 
Sodalitas      Latiua        celebrated 
Prof. Fred Knapp"s birthday la si 
Wednesday evening in Pteke Din inc. 
Hall. At the dinner the club mem- 
bers sang Latin songs and played 
games. 
A Christmas meeting ot Aiethea 
Club was held last Monday night. 
The members of the club exchang- 
ed gifts to which were attached 
humorous verse*. Refreshment- 
were served and the meeting closed 
with the singing ot Christmas 
carols. 
La Petite Academie held a join! 
meeting with the Bowdoin French 
club. L'Ours Blanc, at Bowdoin. 
last night. The purpose of this 
meeting was to encourage friendly 
relations between the two groups 
through the medium of the French 
clubs. The program consisted of a 
play,   brief  speeches  and  charades. 
Arrangements for this novel 
meeting were in charge of Jeanetto 
fiottesfield "32, president of the 
Bates club, assisted by Katnenne 
La Montague *32. vice-president 
Augusta Cohen '32, secretary and 
Bernice  Burnham   '32.   treasurer. 
The members of the club were 
accompanied on the trip by Pro!. 
Grosvenor M. Robinson. Prot. 
Blanche Gilbert. Mr. Bertocci. and 
Mr.  and  Mrs.  Seward. 
Der Deutsche Verein held its 
bi-monthly meeting on Monday 
night. Miss Inge von Mueller 
~poke on Christmas customs in 
1 Germany and Mr. Erich Labouvie 
gave interesting sidelights on Ger- 
man  student  lite. 
Delta Phi Alpha, national Ger- 
man honor fraternity, has admitted 
to membership the following peo- 
ple: Dagmar Augustinus '33. Muriel 
Bliss "32. Luis Bond -33, Augusta 
Cohen '32. Mavis Curtiss '33, Ger- 
trude Diehl '32. Elden Dustin '32, 
Phvllis Gilman "33, Marjorie Good- 
bout '33. Jeanette Gottesfeld '32. 
Stanlev Jackson '33, Herbert Jen- 
sen '33. Ernest Knox '32, Margaret 
MacBrlde "32. Elizabeth McGrath 
•33 Wendall Ray '32, Eleanor Ro- 
bie' '32. Evelyn Rolfe '33, Elsie 
Seigal   '32,  and   Eva  Sonstroem  '33. 
As president of Der Deutsche 
Verein club, Leonard Millen is an 
ex-officio member of Delta Phi Al- 
pha.  
:o: 
Dean Lucy Jenkins Franklin at 
B l". is worried about the girl* 
there and says "the girl who 
scrimps on her lunches In order to 
buv cigarettes is courting physical 
trouble which may result in ni- 
ne**." 
A .grouo of Harvtrd students who 
wanted to have A'.mee Seasple Mc- 
^terson Hutton, California evan- 
gelist, grace one of the university's 
platforms were properly equelchea 
by  the  university. 
Women in Norway have suddenly 
taken a. fancy to the wearing Ot A- 
merican raincoats. 
Bj  Margaret Banletl 
L.i:. .       ..h .'..::;. ,-.: seui ilaj 
readjustment, and consequential pov- 
erty  picture. Gri 
For -\ we ke, Blixabetb Taylor 
':12 Journled over this country of 
o.ui< I i» auty, visiting \; b as, Delphi, 
Tempi, Corinth, Sparta, Marathon, 
end all other historical cShtem of | 
ancient Greek culture. 
Miss   Taylor,   the   only   uiidi 
duate Btudent,  attended   the  Ameri-; 
can   School   of   Classical   studies  si 
tuated   n Athens, during Us summer 
-cm. Professor Lord of Oberlin. 
head   of leal d parl m >nt,   Is 
the director ir the school, six weeks 
were d   . to lha study of ancient 
Grecian an and one half of the time 
was spent al Athens. From this cen- 
tral location excursions were made 
to oilier clajsi .i!   thrines. 
The   Klil 
On these trips, ihe students car- 
ried, bi -: le tlfelr tooth-brushes, can- 
teens of water and can.; of l-"lit. One 
; hrdy Insisted on fliting her donkey 
| before she rode him. Since the conn- 
try is v< rj mountainous, donkey-- are 
the best means of travel and arc 
used by the students in visiting many 
of the temples situated on the hill- 
tops. 
One day the students were on the 
Acropolis. A tourist, evidently an 
American. asked several iiuestions 
about the Iniiidiugo. He concluded 
his questionaire by inquiring about 
the location of the Acropolis. Oh. our 
American educational system! 
There are four main plains bound- 
ed by precipitious mountains ranges. 
The views are like galleries of Max- 
Held Parrish pictures, without the 
figures. 
Since there are few trains in 
Greece, they arc not obliged to run 
on schedule. It took fourteen hours 
to go one hundred and forty miles. 
The train,- must wall for the officials 
to have their coffee, which i* black 
Turkish coffee, and at each station 
scamper down with fresh cantaloupe 
and watermelons which can be pur- 
chased at a ridiculously low price of 
four or five cents. The ice cream is 
made from goat's milk but is most 
appetizing in this hot. dry climate. 
It can be secured in most of the vil- 
lages. 
Greeks economical 
The  semi-tropical   climate,   a   low 
standard of living, and c?nturies of 
j experience in obtaining a living from 
the land and  herds    of goats    have 
enabled   Greece     to   be   economical. 
The wage scale as might be conclud- 
ed,  is extremely  low.  Those* in  gov- 
ernment military service receive two 
thirds of a cent a day. one cigarette 
every three days. A dollar a day is 
considered   an     exceptionally     good 
wage.  World  War veterans of Gre- 
cian extraction live there comfortably 
•' un   their   pension   from   the  govern- 
! ment. The women do exquisite em- 
: broidery  which   Is   sold to   Ameri- 
can   women   who   deeire   that   th&ir 
| labsr be adequately recompensed. In 
this manner, many a family is sup- 
ported. 
The peasants live outdoors from 
February to November. They sleep 
and eat outside and, in fact, only 
the cold'weather can force them tc 
BI n shelter within their UN le huts. 
One Greek who learned of the Ame- 
rican custom oi living In hou e to ;c 
greal   i stenl   questioned, 
"Hew can yon    live Inside    when 
s,i   many   other  things   want   to 
-tael Is  too?" 
it in far too in>: to serve meal is 
summer and in winter goal fl -ii 
is the national] men:. There are the 
Usual vegetables and much fruit i.. 
eaten by the folks. 
Americans Has are excavaMoas 
American   money  has    been 
possible for the excavations about 
In- ancient cities. It i.s unfortunate 
that some rains are In a bi 
state of pn servatlon than others be- 
cause it often gives the visitor a 
false Impression Of the relative im- 
portance of certain localities. For 
instance. Sparta has very few ruins, 
while sonic of the losis important 
temples In other eitic. are in fair 
condition. 
To   the   classical   Student   rejoicing 
in the glories of ancienl Greece with 
its drama, poetry, oratory, rhetoric. 
sculpture, and architecture. Greece is 
a continual revelation of the realit] 
of the past. Miss Taylor found this 
to  be true 
:o:  
Leap year isn't here yet but it is 
interesting to know that at Antiocn 
College the co-eds ask for the 
dates, take the men to dinner, furn- 
ish the cars, and PAY THE BILLS. 
Here also special telephone con- 
i ( t ions have been installed be- 
tween the men and women's dorms 
in order to encourage a more inti- 
mate social contact among the men 
and   women   students. 
Nous invitbns Ics ^f, 
Etudiants du Francais ^, 
au College Bates .J 
a s'abonner au ^ 
Journal  Francais ^^ 
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Hockey Prospects [President Chase Gives Support 
Point Way to I" Eafiy Bata* tootbaii history 
Thud State Title 
nod  prospects for a  third 
successive   State   championship,   the 
Ci Idatta   lor   the     Bates   Hockey 
team will face plenty of hard work 
When they return from the holidays 
preparing for the opening game 
with  Colby  on  January  9. 
Following   ih«:   opener   here   with 
    Watenrllle   boya,     Bates     faces 
M .,  weeks ol strenuous competition. 
including   Brown,   Boston     unlver- 
ilj    Maas   State and  Bowdoin. 
Prospects  'his     year     are     much 
than    last.     Many    veterans 
from   lasl   year-   squad  UP-  bacK, In- 
cluding    Cap'::''       Raj    .\,.,K.'luskev, 
C'ltukey,  and     Swett     in 
.rward   line,   and   B-n   White. 
Herb   Berry    Cal   Chamherlin  at   de- 
The loss of Syd Parrel! who. 
incidentally,  has gained  a  place on 
Hi,-   Olvmi        earn,     will   lie   keenly 
ten    i he  outstanding candidate for 
posit Ion   in   from     of  the 
[•i.vnii.     although     Herh 
Berry   may   be  transferred     from  a 
man  into a goalie. 
:   year's   men   Dick   Se- 
rnr.   who   returned     to   Bates     this 
tall, Joe Murphy, who was ineligible 
ear,  and   l.oomer.  Rugg,  Soba, 
rrom   last   year's     Freshman     team, 
are  i spected   to give the    veterans 
01  ething  to  worry about.  It   is al- 
10   practically  certain   that  Toomey. 
Hickey,   and   possibly   a 
rev    Freshmen     stars   will     booster 
the   Bobcats  alter  the  first  semester 
,,,. its way.  Ken White. Fresh- 
tar two years ago    will   pro- 
bably  be  very  much  in  the    picture 
befori   thi   season is over. 
A   review   of   the   names     of   the 
candidates  for Hie varsity will show 
thai   Colby  and   Howdoin   may  have 
memories   of   the   past   football  sea- 
: in     face the Bobcat  grid 
ii  hockey togs on the ice this 
most   of   'he   squad   having 
i    around football    gridirons 
this   : 
Freshmen Show 
romise on Coach 
F.y  THOMAS MBSGRAVE 
41 itie begiuuiug of the nineties 
liie football issue at Bates rapidly ap- 
proached a climax. an,d was culmi- 
nated by the banner year 1893 when 
organized football became a reality. 
Several things were responsible. In 
1891 the Student took an agres3ive 
attitude again.st the movement to 
abolish football on account of its 
brutality. In addition, i: fait con- 
fident football would become a fix- 
ture if the pressing need for a field 
was satisfied. This was done in 1892 
by ex-Governor (la.rcelon who gave 
lani on College Street where Hand 
Hall now istandn. Not the least in- 
fluence was the part played by Wil- 
liam Garcelon '90 whose guiding 
hand in Bales football matters has 
always .been felt. He returned to the 
campus to urge the organisation of 
football, and the next fa!! saw tennis 
and baseball, the seasonal sports 
relegated to second pla.e. and the 
only opposition was removed by 
Prof. Chase, soon President, in cha- 
pe: late in October, when he promis- 
ed equal support for baseball and 
football on behalf of the faculty. 
This action was probaby hastened by 
lie-  t'ee'iiii-'  expressed  by  ihe Student 
tli.it     atM tics    especially    football 
must  have a  place in student life. 
Team   wins two, loses two 
Already Coach Crockett '90. and 
his assistants, fiarcelon '90 and Wil- 
son '9 2 kept two elevens practising 
an hour every day. and moulded a 
team that finished the season with a 
bang, after losing two of i !i - first 
four games. 
Football   at   ibis  stage     was    no 
learing-of-clothes pro:-e.->. a.-; in  1SS0. 
for now Bales sent eleven uniformed 
men  on  the field  for the first game. 
The honor of outfitting the first team 
goes   to   Dr.   W.   XV.   Bolster.     who 
practices  now   in   Lewiston.   Bolster. 
a  student     instructor     in     physical 
training    at  Bate-,     was     attending 
summer school at Harvard in 1893 
1 when he heard of an opportunity to 
I buy   25   raits  used   by     the  Harvard 
Mjnad the previous fall, hut now 
■ cleaned and repaired. Knowing the Hanscome. "a tackle who has learn- 
' interest of the fellow's he and Wil- ed many tricks ot his position", 
I Ham Garcelon assumed the respon-l were praised for their work in the 
leiblllty for them. Although at first j series. Bates closed her season with 
i opposed to these arbitrary methods, a flourish against a veteran team 
, the   faculty  finally   agreed,  and   the    when she trounced  Hebron  34-0. 
two men were paid two years iater 
On October 1. the Aral Rugby 
football game was played at Lewis- 
ton, when Bales was defeated by 
Colby 4-0. No unnecessary roughness 
marked the play, but Bates lost 15 
yards on what the Lewiston Journal 
called "the undeserved decisions of 
I'mpire Parsons", and further notes 
that the visitors were not penalized 
"when Douglass was tackled foul 
and the ball taken from him". The 
long runs or Bolster and Douglass 
featured. Directly after the game 
the players went to Fassetts and 
Basselts for group pictures. 
Kale- defeats  \V<-KI brook 54-4) 
The next week Bates was particu- 
larly impressive in defeating West- 
brook 54-0. Running almost at will 
behind a fast charging line, her 
backs scored 12 touchdowns. Small 
who scored five times ran nearly the 
length of the field each time. Purin- 
ton '98 scored on the most spectacu- 
lar play of the game. West brook 
played a place kick, anil Cutts. now 
a member of our faculty, a big line- 
man, broke through and blocked. 
deflecting the ball toward Purinton, 
ajnl the agile halfback scooped it up 
and scored. In ihe Bowdoin game 
that followed. Bales was no more 
successful than she was four years 
before. Her more experienced op- 
ponent, not yet defeated in Maine. 
raised havoc with an nggrs-sive but 
outclassed Bates team by a score of 
5 4-0. 
BnngOT  Hifih  Best  opponent 
111 Bangor High a few days later 
Bates found unexpected strength. 
and was barely able to nose out her 
younger and lighter opponents by a 
single score. Bates went to Orono 
the next week and defeated Maine 
State College 18-0 in the first game 
of a home and home series. When 
the <. cond encounter was held at 
Lewiston. th? home team with her 
line and back field again functioning 
won handily 52-6. Ollie Cutts, "a 
heavy man. a good holder, and one 
who invariably breaks through", and 
Thompson's Squad PROF. MYHRMAN BACK 
FROM YEAR'S STUDY King   Track   is   again   firmly   en- Ofl   ill     throne   of  athletic 
rtty.   ml   i lie indoor cage at  the 
Graj .  tic  Building is a scene of 
I.    and   activity   as   Coach   Ray 
Thorn| «on     hurries     to  and  fro  in- 
dividually   instructing  his   men.  and 
gi ttli ■-. a line on his new candidates. 
Pricher.   the     freshman     football 
>tai.   -hews  good   promise  in   track. 
line   work   in  the  40  yard  dash 
><'iV,.- ifi'i, hundred event is en- 
' •■'. ■■      -.• i..      :,,   ->IP eonch. 
Oldi former   Hebron   luninary. 
Is a  good  prospect in ihe  luuu yard 
i vent; only lasl week he showed his 
he    pack    in the handicap 
II  el    Sh  ridan  in  another  fine Can- 
dida' the  40  yard  daish.  Tierney 
-   runs II :     esond only to Adams  in 
the 61 0, Bangs    i'<oks   good as an 
aspirant ; , the high Jump: this early 
in   il'e  game  he  is  clearing the  five 
eight   inch mark. 
members of last year's team 
who are sparkling brightly are 
Adams who Is doing his usual stellar 
job in the 600, Sampson who did 
over 20 feel in the broad jump in 
the m< i I lasl week, and Carpenter 
wh i did 10.42 in the handicap meet. 
' l-bys of pasl years in- 
eluding Dill, Whitten. Douglas, and 
(aorham, are working hard in their 
event I  are coming along well. 
men wnu both one and two 
lap n lays In the meet Saturday. The 
i '•! nmpoeed of Pricher, Tierney. 
Bhei n and l'cndleton broke the 
old  i    'Or 1  in  both events. 
Summary of Handicap Meet 
(5 j i   dash-—Knox, Sheridan. Samp- 
P   i her -Time  r.2-5 
300     yd,   run—Pricher.     Pendleton. 
i   .  Knox—Time 35 1-5 
BOO   fd.  run  -Adams. Tierney.  Hall, 
N    :  : v     Time  1 -IS 
Mile    run      Smith.    Boston.   Winston. 
Molloy—Time   4-51 
-'   mile     inn   -Carpenter.     Winston.] 
Mol Time   10-42 
1000  v,i.  run     Olds,  Butler. Amrein. 
Jettison 
I", yd, low hurdli Williams. Eaton. 
.1    .  o i,  Marcouz—Time 6  1-5 
/:,   ..d.     high   hurdles—Eaton,  Wil- 
liam-:.  Amrein 
Bros i     jump—-Sampson.     Sheridan. 
Dunham,  Lend- -20'  S" 
High   jump-  Bangs.     Cooper,     Dun- 
ham ' 5'  8" 
Disco a     Cooper. Douglas. Kreamer— 
114'   7" 
Shot  put—Fogleman. Tavlor. Cooper 
—47'  5" 
Pole Vault—Meagher. Bates—11' 8" 
Result; of one lap relay 
Rpsult"i of two lap relay 
Kir.-t- '35 First—'35 
S<     ' '33 Second—'33 
Third    '32 Third—'32 
Pourth   -'34 Fourth—'34 
Time—1:16 Time—2:42  1-5 
:■::■::■::■:■. ::-::<X:-::-::-::-::-::-:X:-:XX.XNXXXX>:X 
Bj   Rosamond  Nichols The historical department is bend- 
ing its efforts on investigation as to 
the causes of the World War while 
all the departments, sociological, 
economics, and political science, find 
Chicago an ideal laboratory and hap- 
py hunting ground for their research. 
Makes special *in<iie« 
Late last December. Professor An- 
ders U. Myhrman left a joyful group 
of Sociology Student* with three 
weeks of cuts. and set his face 
toward the fair city of Chicago for 
a course of intensive study in the 
I field of sociology at the University 
of Chicago. 
I., the three quarters thai he Beside his :.. a Ure todies ••■•' 
spent there, he took courses on the research work "Andy" found time 
Negro problem, social statistics, an to do a little work on ihe side, fol- 
American Sociological Survey, and lowing up Investigations on crime 
Sociology in Europe during the 19th and delinquency In which he was 
century. Of these courses, that on the   aided   by   the  Institute    of   I tvenile 
Negro and   his relations  to  the  white    Research  and   the  Institute of Crime 
Experienced Men 
Io Iry Uiii ii»i 
Prosh lc£ Squad 
Among     the      more     >-\\   • ■ •. 
candidates who will meet Coach 
Oelly when the first year hockey 
men start active work after the 
holidays will be George Mendell. 
former Coburn athlete, Russ Lynch, 
Duckey Pond. Ken White, and Yea- 
tou Lynch played the game at Law- 
rence Academy last year. while 
Pond played defense at Tilton. Ken 
White, a fine skater, is expected to 
make a scrappy center ice mar. 
Yeaton will be remembered as a 
front line man on the great Hebron 
team that was nosed out by the 
freshmen  a  year  ago. 
As yet Dixey is the lone goal 
tender. In addition Hill, a Dart- 
mouth transfer, and Arnold are two 
rangy men, while Gilman and Stone 
are husky defense candidates. Stone 
is fine material for he has plenty 
of weight, and is very fast for a 
large man. Zook. Musgrave. and 
Gregg have their bids in for the 
forward   line. 
Only two games, both at home, 
will be played, the first on Jan. 18 
against Bridgeton. and the second 
on Jan. 21 when Pete Herman Will 
bring his Kents Hill sextet to wipe 
out the stigma of a tie against his 
football team last fall. Th2 shorter 
schedule was created by the Athle- 
tic Committee in an effort toward 
less intensive participation. The 
freshmen will be eligible for the 
varsity after mid-years, and the 
more   promising   will   be   promoted. 
Inge von Mueller Describes 
Qerman System of Schools 
Ttiirje Major German Schools- High Schools 
Of Two General Tj pea 
Bj Mildred Hollywood v 
\ ording to Fraulein Inge von 
Mueller, the exchange student from 
M iklenburg, Germany. there are 
three principal German educational 
institutions. There is the prepara- 
tory school, corresponding to our 
primary school, the high school, 
which includes the American gram- 
mar school, high school, and a part 
of  college, and  the university. 
Modern   Moses 
Decends in Wrath 
We are on the eve of a new year. 
Let us make it more successful 
than '31 has been. As college 
seniors, we have certainly proved 
we have mature judgement. and 
carrying our opinions 
old. This course lasts for three or 
four years. He begins high school 
when he ie nine and goes for nine 
years. lli= university career coin- 
's when he is about nineteen 
years old. His stay there is deter- 
mined   by  his  finances  and   his  own 
;i nil.-. 
or after 10:30 P. M., be sure to 
leave the door open so that girls 
-.cross  th?    —sy  =~T   -»eep    more 
4. it    you    sre    aecastoxaea    . 
a2£B£ ettnjen daily   please hsitj 
in the njoniiBg so thai member: .-., 
»V. A- A, may get •« iusn reqoirt i 
ihiiabiefuii. 
5. If you hate a radio in root 
room and are accustonie.1 to keep. 
ing jour doors closed, please stun 
the keyhole and other openings so 
that no sound will escape, especially 
ir   there   is  n   good   prog-ram   OH   the 
air. 
«. If you ate n bouse senior, ab- 
sent yourself from Rand between 
the hours of 8:30 and  lO:06 P. M. 
7. If you are a member of Stti- 
dene. Government, remember il i~ 
your responsibility to be a ring 
leader in all new forms of itoist- 
making. (This applies especially to 
the  promotion     of   noise  in      I'isko 
The  average   German   student   be- \ «r<-> capable of 
ins hi.- schooTlng in the preparatory   »to effect   without   be ng ■*»"■» 
■  about si,   years traditions   «y^fUn'mlke . 
lour   life  In   Rand   Hall   happier   and Dining  Hall.) 
'would   be  beneficial     to   us   in     our        ^_   (|  your voice is soft and ouiei. 
I future  occupations. cultivate it so that  yon may yell an 
1. If yon  are arciistoiix-il  to  run- extended conversation  from one end 
niiiK  down     the  corridor     at   6:30, o( building to the other, 
gallop at  6:15. <».  If yon do answer ilie telephone 
2. If     you     me     accustomed     to (It   is.   however,   '-clter     to   let     Ii 
two   kinds   of   German I slamming your door gently  early  in ring   if it    is   your   telephone   hour 
old   German   high    the  morning or late al   nite,  bang it liocause   it    helps   to   strengthen 
Good Clothing 
Good   Furnishing 
\K   Pi: 11 i 
Haskell &  Hopkins 
27     LISBON     STREET 
niHii proved most Interesting. Pro- 
fessor  Myhrman  also  did     research 
work on the subject of national m, 
devoting all the summer quarter to 
this work. 
Studies   in   new   building 
All of his studies were carried on 
in the new social science building 
which has recently bean added to 
the University; over on the front bay 
windows is the motto "Unless yon 
can measure, your knowledge is 
meagre and unsatisfactory''—Kelvin 
As might be surmised, statistical 
work i; emphasized in the studies 
there. The building is devoted to 
graduate students and seminars and 
contains an anthropological laborato- 
ry, one for sociological statistics, 
which contains many interesting and 
complicated instruments, and. con- 
nected with the anthropological 
laboratory, one on .psychology which 
Is studying emotions and personality. 
ui search, also observing ihe famous 
(or   infamous)   politics   ot   the   fair {have  done 
j city or Chicago. In the course of 
these investigations he had many 
interesting experience, Evei) "An- 
dy's" winning personality was unable 
to  wrangle    an  introduction  to  any 
j of the gang leaders, but  he did visit 
! one of Al Capone'e gambling  dens. 
Professor   Myhrman   was   in   Chi- 
cago  during the lasf  election     when 
"Big   Hill"     Thompson     unwillingly 
e le i   hi-  place in the sun to Cer- 
mak.  lie described the campaign as 
very similiar to a circus town. 
Theatres were hired and there were 
street parades. As far as could be 
seen, the people were more interest- 
ed in which had the better man. 
He saw many interesting thing* 
during his nine month sojourn, and 
is now back on campus with more 
Ideas iiia:i ever... and he always 
was blessed with a large assortment 
of them. 
LAUNDRY BUNDLES VIVIFY 
HOME THOUGHTS AND THINGS 
Oxford Qroup 
Continued from page 1 
seven hundred have gathered for .. 
week or more. The methods of the 
group are very simple, marked by 
deep sincerity and earnestness. 
There is a "quiet time"' in the 
morning to gain His guidance, di- 
rection and blessing for the flaj 
also a daily reading of the script- 
ure to be regarded as a record of 
the past and God's daily living mes- 
sage for the soul. All principles ot 
action center around the five "C's". 
Confidence. Confession. Convidtion, 
Conversion and Continuance. Ths 
vastness of this is appalling, and 
arouses the question: "Can any- 
thing as extensive as this be grasp- 
ed as instantaneously and as ri 
ily as the conversions Indicate?" 
The. following quotation from The 
Amazing Thing Happened will per- 
haps elucidate the point. "—most 
of the thirty fellows belonging to 
the school group have given up the 
most   awful   habits,    and   In   Christ 
have found the power to withstand 
temptation and what's more. win 
other fellows for Christ. 
Work in Africa 
However, definite, tangible re- 
sults of this movement which is 
viewed    With       extreme      skepticism, 
and   la   the    subject   lor     malii i"1 
ip and criticism may bo more 
clearly understood in a pamphlet 
First Century Christian Fellowship 
Toda\. Incidentally ibis title is thi 
name applied to the organization 
in America, equivalent 'o the Ox- 
ford 
thai 
extensive   work   thai   an 
increase   In   church   attendance      has 
resulted. It would prove. If allow- 
ed full swing, the best counter- 
irritant to war. Already, it has 
showed a marked alleviation ol 
racial and social problems in Afri- 
ca where, no doubt. the most re- 
markable field of work is located. 
The contribution to education is n 
major factor: the Gray School ta 
South Africa. visited by mission- 
aries of this movement, is rapidly 
effecting a profound influence of 
unity and organization on the pre- 
viously  dissenting  groups. 
Emphasis is apparently laid on 
the stress of the direct and inward 
revelation of God to those who 
seek Him. The stress is necessary 
for a most complete dedication of 
life as a way of receiving this re- 
velation. Eleanor N. Eorde. a mem- 
ber of the Oxford Group Movement, 
has expressed it in the words of the 
hymn: 
SERVTLLL 
LUNCH 
Bates St. Geo   E. Sehmi.lt 
The Blue Line 
Lewtaton - BSsiford—Panstnaton 
7  I i   AM       1 2 US   P SI .   4,'Ji   P.M. 
K   n  '.   -I 
7.85   \ '.I      lit 15   I' M .   i 15  I'M 
MOD  
t.gfl   \ \:      12 20   P.M.,  4in   P.M. 
STANDARD    TIME 
Fred C. McKenney 
64    Sali.-iiliis   Street 
I ITIE9    >EB\ •   ISOL1NR 
..mi   LtTBBK '. I [NO   OILS 
WASHING   iod  GREASING 
Npnr*"*t 
»     ■     ■■ 
I:.I oline      Bl   - ion      to     College 
I 
Movement.   It   has   been   found 
in    communities    where   cronp-- 
+— 
By  Kitten  Oust in 
There exists superficially a funda- 
mental difference between Aeneas 
and the modern ed and co-ed: Ae- 
neas, "pursued by Juno's unquench- 
ed wrath" carried with him on his 
erratic course the Lares and Penates 
of  his   former  home—the  collegian. 
dates, citron, and raisins. No wonder 
that a solicitous parent encloses a 
judicious warning "Don't eat all at 
once", and no wonder this advice is 
Dot   followed! 
It may be that a snapshot is tuck- 
ed into a stiffly starched shirt 
pocket, maybe an apple is cached in 
the toe of a sock, or perhaps a book 
oppressed by the pursuit of know,!- f Btam hirks ,„ some un9Uspected 
edge, carrie.? with him tm laundry nook_a si!elU reminder that letters 
bundle. Rut in either rase the travel- 
HOCKEY SCHEDULE 
V AitSITY 
•January 
Q (olb> 
It—BowdOtB at  Brunswick 
t:t—Brown  at   Proi-iilenee 
(pending) 
14—15. I", at Boston  (pending:) 
•JO—Bowdoin 
28J—Massachusetts   State 
February 
5     ;{—\ew Hampshire at "Durham g 
X     .—Colby X 
X   18—Bowdoin at Brunswick x 
g   IS—Colby at Waterrllle J£ 
X -17—New  Hampshire X 
X 
X 
X January 
S 18—Bridgton 
X 21—Kent's Hill 
X 
KXT-IXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
FRESHMEN 
er   cherishes   something   of   the   in- 
timacy of home.     Laundry    bundles: 
are  the  college student's  Lares  and 
Penates, symbols of home. They are 
bits of home in a far country. 
The postal authorities show great 
understanding in forbidding only 
first class written material to the 
medium of laundry bundle exchange. 
What   they contain 
For the returned laundry bag is 
an empty thing if laundry alone oc- 
cupies its stretchable. spacious 
depths. That box of fudge, soft and 
enticing, which made you so popular 
with your room-mates, was nestled 
between the socks and the hand- 
kerchiefs. How eagerly, even care- 
lessly, yon removed the oppressing 
garments from around it. like a 
proopector who has found a nugget 
of precious gold encumbered with 
common clay. 
Perhaps a whole quarter of your 
laundry hag's space is usurped by a 
pasteboard box tied with a ribbon 
and filled with crisp, crunchy ginger- 
snaps, soft raisin-filled drop cookies, 
sweet, nut flavored macaroons, or 
even fruit cake. rich, dark, aud spicy 
ar.d  ^riinmed     with     orange     peel. 
home   had 
between 
been   too    few   and    far 
The  newspaper 
Aud then there ar? those who re- 
member the good days when postal 
authorities did not probe the laun- 
dry case to determine the presence 
or absence of first .'lass mail. Then 
H   was  that   the  home     town     news 
"I  ask  no dream,   no  prophet- 
ectasies. 
No sudden  rending of veil  of clay. 
No  angel-visitant,  on  opening skies. 
But  take the dimness  of my  soul 
away." 
This group's desire to share with 
campus their experiences has 
brought to the Bates student body 
a close contact with a movement 
which previously, if known of a,t 
all. was very indefinite and left 
much  questioning. 
House Party, Poland Spring 
The group of religious workers 
on campus last week announce a 
house party to be held in the inte>- 
est of the movement at the Mansion 
House, Poland Spring, Maine, from 
6 o'clock Wednesday evening. De- 
cember 30. 1931. through break- 
fast. Monday morning. Jaunary 1. 
1S32. 
The aims of the gathering are— 
"Rediscovery of the freshness and 
freedom     of   Christian     experience; 
high   schools,   the 
school and the more modern type.I soundly so that the buililiui; sways 
The old  German  high school stresse j from  Hie slunk. 
ihe classics and the languages. Itsi •'&■ If >'<>" are accustomed i<> re- 
aim i; to give a real and thorough lafing your trials and tribulation* 
knowledge of  Ihe ancient  as well as   in  the  bat broom  In-fore  7:00 A.  M. 
the modern languages, along with an  
appreciation of their cultural hene- 
Bts.  The Gymnasium,  the boys'  high 
- hooJ that Miss von Mueller at- 
tended, was of this type. The modern 
German high school lays emphasis 
on ill" sciences and foreign langua- 
ges. Home work is not an important 
part  of  Ihe  program. 
This  high  school  system     is     not 
supported by town or city taxes. 
i bin  is supported by student fees and 
state   aid.   The     cost,     however.     is 
comparatively slight, owing to the 
I large number of scholarships    th:»t| 
are  given   by   the  state.   But  at   the! 
universities,     '.he     fees  are     much I'M 
higher,   and   ihe     scholarships     are 
few. Because of these tees, the poor-. 
er students are forced  to attend an-! 
other  school,   known   as   the   Middle! '■»• 
S  hool       The   curriculum      in      thisj.^ 
- hool  i-  of a  more practical nature.; 
The     foreign     languages     are     not 
studied  and  the student   finishes  h:- 
course  when  he  ;,s fourteen  or fifteen! 
y,-ar-  old. 
Ai the age of eighteen or nine- 
teen, the Cerman youth enters the 
University. Here, individualism is 
the dominant feature. Attendance al 
s voluntary, and there are 
no assigned lessons for outside 
work. So much freedom, alter the 
well-regulated life in the high 
school, often causes the students to 
become lax. Thus, the Brst semester, 
which i- three months, i.: generally 
jpenl by the new student in becom- 
ing accustomed to the new atmo- 
sphere. Mosl of the students ara 
sell - -upportiiiK and so their studies 
are frequently interrupted by the 
ui  lesslty   of   finding   work   of  some 
- to earn sufficient funds to con- 
tinue their education. It is quiet 
mon.   too.   for     the     university 
- . .   ■   to ' aang«   universities at the 
end of •■>•!!  semester. So li a chan 
ge,  Miss  von  Mueller believes, has a 
very   broadening  effect,   for,   in   this! 
way.   il. ■  student   meets   totally  dif-j 
ferent  view points and teaching me-l 
■hods. 
Sports   and   politics   are   the   two 
major   in.. ■:• -i-  of  the  c.erman  siu-, 
Tra  k and hiking are the chief 
sports. Politics early absorb ranch of 
his attention for Germany's economi. 
ir.ati.in'. problems have become: 
matters for individual concern.; 
Questions of a political nature arc. 
often threshed out in private by] 
high school students, but are seldom! 
publicly debated. Practically every! 
-ludeni at the University le a mem-1 
her of al   least  one political organi-' 
/.a I ion. 
Mis-   von   Mueller   has  many     in-   | 
teresting criticisms to make of Ame-  j 
rican   college   life.   She   finds   it   too   - 
narrow     In   -cope,     because  she  be-   I 
Hi vi - that the American habit of re-H" 
maining   four   years   at   one   college 
lends   to   restrict     the     individual's 
viewpoint, rather than to broaden it. 
Ii   i,~  narrow,  too.  in  the sense -that 
i-  too    much    specialisation. 
'"..is situation she would remedy by 
adding more required subjects such 
as mathematics and geography. TMB 
tefect,   however,  is  balanced   by  the 
social   and  community  training   that 
the American college student re- 
ceives in the dormitories, and which 
the German university student loses 
in   his  hoarding  house.  The  friendly 
relations     existing     between     Bates 
-i u lents and professors are admira- 
ble   features.   She   regrets   that   the 
large enrollments    in    ihe German 
universities do  not   permit such  an 
Intimacy,   she     has   been   especially I 
struck  by  the  fact     that     American 
college   students   do   not   develop   a 
serious  attitude  towards   life     until 
after   graduation   whereas,   in   Oer- 
many, the seriousness of life is ear- 
ly emphasized. 
• — :o: 
Two hundred tourists out of  1855 1 
vi-itii:s    Main?     last   summer   ueed 
more   than  one  means  of  transport-1 
at iota  according   to   figures  compiled! 
•by  the  Maine  Publicity  Bureau  and i 
based   on   replies   to   questionnaires! 
sent  out   to   visitors.   From  an   an-1 
alysie of  the    replies,  it     is found i 
that   1593   traveled     by  automobile, \ 
244   by     railroad,     126     arrived  by I 
boat.  85  used  busses and   7  reached 
the State by airplane. 
vocal chords), please do not ring 
the bells but call the persoa main 
times in a loud voice until yon hear 
the response, "Man. woman or 
Child!" 
varied   Mieatloo   ol Wf-   can   show   you 
PRIZE    CUPS 
FOUNTAIN    PENS 
ot  .ill  Bteadfti*4   iti'r.-" 
LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS 
LADIES- 
LEATHER   HANDBAGS 
LEATHER BILLFOLDS 
BOOK    ENDS 
CLOCKS 
o     all   Hint- 
BARNST0NE-0Sr,00i) 
COMPANY 
Jewelers 
50    LISBON   STREET 
Lewiston,  Maine 
THE COLLEGE STORE 
-+ 
i 
i 
i 
ALWAYS WELCOME 
«—-—+ 
FLANDERS 
(Y.llc&e "\kn Appreciate Our Clothes 
AUBURN'.   MAINE l?  COURT   STREBT 
RUBBER and OIL CLOTHING and all kinds »f 
Canvas and Rubber Footwear 
LEWS! ON  RUBBER   COMPANY 
LEWISTON AUGUSTA 
+  
Arthur   "(Mill"   llvumis Israel Wluner 
I 
INSURED   CABS 
TAXI  CALL  4040  TAXI 
i   Host Service For Real Courteous Servicr 25 Cents Local Hate 
UNION SQUARE TAXI CO.. 171 Main Street 
+ 
l 
l 
LEWISTON    MAINE- 
. + 
Bring Your Films To Us For Developing 
and Finishing 
Si      HOUR      SERVICE 
"THE QUALITY  SHOP" 
3 Minutes from the Campus Tel. 18IV W 
PEOPLES  SHOE SHOP 
The   Moreno in   House 
33    SABATTUS    STREET 
DEALER IN  HIGH GRADE MOCCASIN'S, 
_..„.   „„„   . TENNIS   SHOES   AND   RUBBERS 
SHOES   REPAIRED AND  RECONDITIONED TO   LOOK  LIKE   NEW 
sheet   wan   a   frequent    part   of   ite  Disciplined   leadership   for   a   spirit- 
conlent. And there is nothing capable 
of transporting one back to home 
surroundings more quickiy than a 
newspaper. There you find a record 
of events from which you have so 
recently stepped that the mere read- 
ing of them makes you feel that you 
have experienced them yourself. It 
is in the home town newspaper that 
you find accounts of the triumphs of 
your prep school alma mater on the 
athletic field, church notices .and 
movie advertisements, obituaries of 
people whom you have known, law- 
suits and political events, and choice 
bits of town gossip—this is your 
true world of which college life is 
only a minor  part. 
Yes   laundry   bags   contain   these 
things and many more    Bits of 
home  in  a far  e«""rtry 
ual   renaissance   in   every      field   of 
life.     particularly       in      education 
Leisurely   life  together     in   an     at- 
R. W. CLARK   Re«istered Druggist 
*       rT   ♦    Vlrf****»* P»™   Dnup   and   M.-.iMny. 
PRESCRIPTIONS   A   SPECIALTY 
Also,   APOLLO  CHOCOLATES 
Corner  Rates anrl   Main Street LEWISTON,   MAINE 
North, New York, N. Y. A fee of 
$2.00 should accompany each re- 
servation.   An   early  decision   in   the 
mosphere  of  honesty  and   informal-  matter   would   be  greatly  appreciat- 
ity; The principles of the New Tes- 
tament a working force in the 
world to-day; Experiences of per- 
sons for whom God is the directing 
force of life: Winter sports of all 
kinds in the bracing Maine air: Op- 
portunity for finding Christ's ans- 
wer for vexing personal problems; 
A new view into the Bible; Finding 
God's  plan   for   individual   life." 
The house party will be for men. 
chiefly of college age. The rates of 
$4.00 per day will include room, 
meals, and also use of recreation 
facilities, of which winter sports | 
will' be the  main  feature. 
Reservations  are  to  be  sent     to 
Clevehi n<l -Hicks-, «1  Gramercy  Park 
ed  by  those  in  charge     of arrange-! 
ments. 
The group promise* an interesting 
time for all who attend the party 
There are no required meetings, 
and a spirit of informality is in all 
the activities among which are dis- 
cussion periods, and times for quiet 
personal   meditation. 
"A Complete Banking Service" 
Lewiston Trust Company 
Lewiston, Maine 
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students 
Compliments of 
J. W. White Co. 
HOT TOASTED SANDWICHES 
Pftttry   and    Hot   CofTpt* 
ot   our   fountain 
Jordan's Drug Store 
ON   THB   CORNER 
51  COLLEGE STREET 
LEWISTON    MONUMENTAL 
WORKS 
ARTISTIC  MEMORIALS 
James  P. Murphy  Co. 
6 to 10 Bates St.,  LEWISTON 
Telephone   4634-R 
GOOGIN 
I'UEL  CO. 
COAL and WOOD 
1801 Phones 
114   Bates   Street 
LBWISTOa 
1800 
£7   Elm   Street, 
AUBTJBN 
Lewiston Shoe Hospiim 
7    SABATTUS    ST. 
We   Specialize   In 
REPAIRING   LOTUS   SHOES 
Agent,   Johnny   Ro(*»,  S   t*»t   Pnkn 
\,< 
